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Organisms must be able to respond to small molecule signals to e ciently manage cel-
lular metabolism. The 5’ leader sequences of bacterial messenger RNAs contain non coding
RNA sequences that are able to bind small molecules and a↵ect genetic regulation. These
sequences, termed riboswitches, form the basis of an RNA directed, yet protein independent
mechanism through which bacteria can regulate the translation or transcription of genes in
response to small molecule metabolites. Since their discovery, a number of RNA riboswitches
in complex with their native ligands have been solved by x-ray crystallography. The struc-
tures have provided atomic level detail of the intimate interactions each ligand has for the
RNA and how ligand binding results in the regulation of gene expression. My thesis ex-
tends this work by discussing a family of riboswitches responsible for recognizing one of the
largest cofactors found in nature, the cobalamins. Specifically, I characterized a new class of
riboswitches responsible for the specific recognition of cobalamin. The structure solution via
crystallography shows how this riboswitch recognizes cobalamins in a sequence independent
fashion and how the riboswitch utilizes RNA tertiary architecture, rather than changes in
secondary structure, to sequester a sequence necessary for the initiation of gene translation
in bacteria. Lastly, this thesis describes the methods used for the di cult x-ray structure
solution of the adenosylcobalamin riboswitch. With the assistance of multiple heavy atom
derivatives, the initial electron density maps were interpreted at 5 A˚ and eventually extended
to the maximum resolution of 3.9A˚. The structure of the 220 nucleotide riboswitch shows
how 5’-deoxyadenosylcobalamin is specifically recognized via a non-canonical base pair with
one of the most conserved sequence elements within the riboswitch, supported by a highly
organized RNA architecture and long-range tertiary interactions. Both structures show how
iv
two distinct classes of cobalamin riboswitches can recognize their ligands. The results of this
thesis benefit a burgeoning community focused on developing therapeutic agents targeting
these RNA elements and have broad implications for RNA mediated gene regulation by small
molecules.
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Chapter 1
Riboregulation by RNA riboswitches
’DNA makes RNA makes protein’ is the defining principle for the flow of information
for all of life. Because of this principle, all the genetic information required for life is en-
coded by specific sequences of four nucleotide bases in deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), and
ribonucleic acid (RNA) and this information is converted into proteins which act as the
biological catalysts. While much of the molecular machinery guiding the conversion of the
genetic message into RNA and protein is well established, much research in recent years has
been to understand the mechanisms regulating the conversion of the genetic message from
DNA into protein. This occurs because organisms must survive in an environment of limited
resources.
The flow of information within the cell is tightly regulated through a variety of mecha-
nisms. Chemical modification or structural reorganization of nucleosomes allows or disallows
access to the DNA by the transcription machinery [Burgio et al., 2010]. General transcrip-
tion factors, repressors, enhancers, and activators are proteins that assist in the positioning
of RNA polymerase in transcription. These proteins have the ability to sense small molecules
from the environment and can modulate transcription influencing the assembly of the tran-
scriptional machinery onto the genetic message. The structure and availability of the mes-
senger RNA (mRNA) can a↵ect the recruitment of initiation factors for translation [Malys
and McCarthy, 2010]. The decision of whether or not the genetic message is converted can
depend on:(1) the accessibility of the individual bases to the replication, transcription, or
2translational machinery, (2) the activation state of accessory proteins required for such ma-
chinery, and (3) the incorporation of specific sequences within the genetic message. The
mechanism of how this occurs using RNA is a central theme of this thesis.
Bacteria contain a number of mechanisms that illustrate how RNA can regulate gene
expression in response to small molecule metabolites. Escherichia coli (E. coli) regulates the
tryptophan biosynthetic pathway via a mechanism that relies on the stalling of the ribosome
by the 5’ leader sequence [Yanofsky, 1981]. The soil bacterium Bacillus subtilis (B. subtilis)
utilizes RNA structure and a protein cofactor TRAP to regulate transcription termination
in response to intracellular tryptophan levels [Shimotsu et al., 1986]. While both are able to
sense tryptophan, they di↵er in the method used to report the intracellular concentrations of
the metabolite. The former requires the oligomerization of a protein whereas the latter uses
a 5’ leader RNA sequence whose coding sequence is rich in the amino acid. Common to both,
is the use of RNA to a↵ect gene regulation. Each exploits the ability of RNA to base pair
into two mutually exclusive secondary structures to occlude or expose sequences necessary for
terminating transcription or initiating translation. Taken together, these examples illustrate
the centrality of RNA to the regulatory response.
A combination of bioinformatic and genetic analyses have found that highly conserved
sequence elements in the 5’-untranslated region (5’UTR) of protein coding genes are capable
of regulating gene expression in response to intracellular metabolite concentrations but in
the absence of a protein cofactor. Subsequent functional analyses of these conserved motifs
have revealed that these sequences are able to directly bind the ligand and direct gene
expression. Collectively, these sequences have been called ‘riboswitches‘ because they are
RNA regulatory elements.
3Figure 1.1: Many riboswitches regulate gene expression via a secondary structural switch.
Two mutually exclusive secondary structures determine the formation of the transcriptional
terminator or antiterminator. When ligand binds to the aptamer, base complementarity in
the anti-terminator is broken by sequestration of the red strand within the aptamer domain.
The blue strand is now available to base pair with a downstream sequence to form the
transcriptional terminator and turning gene expression o↵. Conversely, in the absence of
ligand, the aptamer domain is disordered allowing for the formation of the antiterminator
and the expression of the downstream gene. Adapted from [Stoddard et al., 2008]
41.1 Riboswitches: gene regulation by protein independent, non-coding
RNAs
Riboswitches constitute a large class of conserved non protein-coding RNAs commonly
found in the 5’ leader sequence of many bacterial messenger RNAs [Breaker, 2012]. They
are structurally composed of a metabolite-sensing domain called the aptamer domain and a
regulatory domain termed the expression platform (Figure 1.1). Riboswitches regulate gene
expression by changes in RNA structure in the presence of ligand that occludes or exposes
key transcription, translational, or in eukaryotes, splicing signals in the RNA message.
The status of ligand binding must be communicated to the expression platform to regu-
late gene expression. In particular, many riboswitches employ a secondary structural switch
which modulates between two exclusive states dependent on whether the aptamer domain is
organized (Figure 1.1). Within most riboswitches employing a secondary structural switch,
the 3’ helix of the P1 element can form two mutually exclusive secondary structures: in the
presence of ligand, the P1 helix forms at the base of the aptamer leaving the downstream
sequence to form the terminator stem and abrogates transcription via ⇢-independent tran-
scription termination. In the absence of ligand, the 3’ side of the helix instead pairs with the
downstream sequence to form the anti-terminator hairpin and allows transcription to pro-
ceed. In addition to transcriptional regulation, such a mechanism could be used to occlude
an RNA of any sequence important for gene regulation such as the Shine-Dalgarno sequence,
responsible for the recruitment of the 30S ribosomal subunit, in translational initiation in
bacteria, or splice sites in eukaryotes. Taken together, all riboswitches are able to perform
their regulation in the absence of protein cofactors allowing the cell to respond to rapidly
changing intracellular metabolite concentrations without waiting for protein synthesis.
51.2 Riboswitches use highly organized aptamer domains to discriminate
between closely related compounds
Riboswitch aptamer domains are responsible for high a nity binding and specific recog-
nition of the ligand. In many cases, they may be isolated from the expression platform and
folded independently in the presence of their cognate ligands. The importance of the aptamer
domain on riboswitch function has directly led to the the structure solution of a number of
aptamer domains via x-ray crystallography explicitly showing how riboswitches intimately
recognize their ligands. Of these, the purine riboswitch family illustrates how a structure
RNA can recognize a small molecule ligand.
The crystallographic structures of the purine riboswitches were determined indepen-
dently by the Batey and Patel laboratories [Serganov et al., 2004; Batey et al., 2004], the
adenine riboswitch was solved by the Patel laboratory [Serganov et al., 2004] and the 2’-
deoxyguanosine (DG) riboswitch by the Batey and Patel laboratories [Pikovskaya et al.,
2011; Edwards and Batey, 2009]. The purine riboswitches all share a common architecture,
employing common RNA structural motifs to organize the ligand pocket. Each consist of
three Watson-Crick helices (P1, P2 and P3) and joining single stranded regions (J 1/2, J2/3,
and J3/1) (Figure 1.2). The helices organize such that P1 and P3 stack coaxially, whereas
P2 and P3 are oriented parallel to each other, mediated by a kissing loop interaction between
the apical loops of P2 and P3 (termed L2 and L3, respectively). The organization of the
helices supports the formation of a three way binding pocket in which the ligand (guanine,
adenine, or 2’-deoxyguanosine) is found. The ligand binding pocket is constructed via ele-
ments of the inter-helical single stranded regions, J1/2, J2/3 and J3/1. Taken together, the
architecture of the RNA is responsible for enveloping 98% of the surface area of each ligand.
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Figure 1.2: The architecture of the purine riboswitch family. (a) Consensus secondary
structure diagram of the purine riboswitches (RFAM: RF00167), (b) The global structure of
the purine riboswitch bound to hypoxanthine (PDB: 1U8D)[Batey et al., 2004]. (c) Chemical
structures of guanine, adenine, and 2’-deoxyguanosine (DG).
71.2.1 Molecular discrimination within the purine riboswitch family
Riboswitches are challenged by a number of compounds chemically related to their
natural ligand. For example, the guanine riboswitch must be able to discern guanine from a
cellular environment containing the related purine compounds hypoxanthine, xanthine and
adenine. Therefore, as new riboswitches are discovered, a number of questions are proposed:
how do riboswitches specifically recognize their ligand, and how do they discriminate among
related ligands? The guanine, adenine, and DG riboswitches illustrates how riboswitches
address the molecular discrimination challenge by changing the architecture of the RNA
(global) or by substitution of a few residues within the binding pocket (local).
1.2.1.1 The purine riboswitches discriminate between adenine and guanine
via a single nucleotide
The guanine and adenine riboswitches serve as model systems for understanding how
RNA can recognize and distinguish amongst closely related molecules by local changes in the
binding pocket. The dissociation constant of guanine for the xpt guanine riboswitch aptamer
is approximately 5 nM, but its a nity for adenine is nearly 100,000x weaker [Mandal et al.,
2003]. Similarly, the dissociation constant for adenine by the pbuE adenine riboswitch ap-
tamer is approximately 300 nM, whereas for guanine, the value is greater than 10 µM [Mandal
and Breaker, 2004b]. Adenine and guanine are both purines but di↵er in the hydrogen bond
donors and acceptors at positions 1, 2, and 6 on the purine ring (Figure 1.2). Therefore,
discrimination between the Watson-Crick faces of these compounds is a central component
for any recognition mechanism.
A comparison of the guanine and adenine riboswitch crystal structures show how the
discrimination for each compound is achieved (Figure 1.3). While every functional group
within each ligand is recognized by the RNA, the specificity is dictated by a specific config-
uration of hydrogen bonds between the ligand and the RNA. Guanine within the guanine
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Figure 1.3: Ligand discrimination within the purine riboswitch family. Watson-Crick com-
plementarity between the purine ligand and the RNA dictates specificity for the (a) guanine
and (b) adenine riboswitches. (c) The ligand binding pocket of the 2’-deoxyguanosine ri-
boswitches. (d) A superimposition of the binding pockets of the guanine (green) and the
2’-deoxyguanosine riboswitch (red). Note how the ribose sugar in 2’-deoxyguanosine is ac-
commodated by an altered conformation (black arrows) of the J2/3 strand (A54–C68 in DG,
U47–U41 in guanine). Figure adapted from [Pikovskaya et al., 2011] and [Garst et al., 2011]
9riboswitch forms three hydrogen bonds with the conserved cytosine-74 (a canonical G:C
Watson-Crick pair) whereas adenine forms two hydrogen bonds with uracil-80 in the ade-
nine riboswitch (a canonical A:U pair). In contrast, pairing the guanine riboswitch with
adenine and the adenine riboswitch with guanine would result in a mismatch of the hy-
drogen bonding consistent with the observed a nities mentioned previously1 . Thus, the
specific recognition as demonstrated in the structure is important for discrimination, consis-
tent with the evolutionary conservation of the nucleotide identity of the specificity residue
for the adenine and guanine riboswitches.
1.2.1.2 The deoxyguanosine riboswitch uses an alternative conformation of
a loop region to achieve discrimination
Within the purine riboswitch family (RFAM: RF00167) are a subset of riboswitches
from M. florum which bind 2’-deoxyguanosine (DG) 90-fold greater than guanine [Kim
et al., 2007]. DG di↵ers from guanine by the inclusion of a deoxyribose moiety at N9 of
guanine (Figure 1.2c). The guanine riboswitch recognizes N9 of guanine via a bifurcated
hydrogen bond between U47 and U51 of J2/3 (Figure 1.3 a,b). Taken together, recognition
of guanosine would require a widening of the binding pocket in this region and a mechanism
to discriminate against guanosine which contains a hydroxyl group at the C2’ position of
the ribosyl ring. Furthermore, the 2’-deoxyguanosine riboswitch would maintain the same
discrimination against adenine and adenosine, likely through a similar mechanism employed
in the adenine and guanosine riboswitches, a single nucleotide to recognize the hydrogen
bonding specific to each ligand.
Comparative structural analysis of the structures of the 2’-deoxyguanosine riboswitch [Ed-
wards and Batey, 2009; Pikovskaya et al., 2011] with the guanine riboswitch shows that
discrimination between the two compounds occurs by changes in the loop region J2/3. The
1 While the G·U wobble is a stable non-canonical Watson-Crick pair, it would require a major groove
shift of the uracil-80. However, no binding could be detected with xanthine (which could form a U·U wobble)
suggesting that such a shift has been selected against [Gilbert et al., 2009].
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Watson-Crick and Hoogsteen edges of guanine in both molecules remain the same: a hy-
drogen bond between the ribose sugar/N7 and a three hydrogen bond interaction between
guanine and a conserved cytosine nucleotide on the RNA. However, the 2’-deoxyguanosine
riboswitch makes a number of changes within the J2/3 loop region to accommodate the
deoxyribose sugar (Figure 1.3c). C58 recognizes the sugar face of deoxyguanosine via two
hydrogen bonds by shifting to the Watson-Crick face relative to the same nucleotide in the
guanine riboswitch. The J2/3 loop region adopts a more open conformation to accommo-
date the deoxyribose sugar by a dramatic change of conformation of A54–C57. Recognition
of the proper deoxyribose sugar is performed by C56 which only makes the proper hydro-
gen bond when the ribose sugar is in the C2’-endo conformation rather than the C3’-endo
conformation found in ribonucleotides.
The guanine, adenine, and deoxyguanosine riboswitches are model examples of how
RNA can discriminate between two highly similar ligands. Each riboswitch employs a spe-
cific three-hydrogen bond (Watson-Crick) interaction between the purine and a nucleotide
within the RNA to discriminate against other purine derivatives [Gilbert et al., 2009]. The
inclusion of a 2’-deoxyribose moiety in 2’-deoxyguanosine would be sterically occluded by the
guanine riboswitch, but is accommodated by the 2’-deoxyguanosine riboswitch by a change
in conformation of the J2/3 linker. Thus, local changes within the RNA, while preserving
the same global architecture is a mechanism used by riboswitches to discriminate between
closely related small molecules.
The discovery and structure determination of the purine riboswitches demonstrated
that RNA had the capability to regulate gene expression in response to small molecule
metabolites in the absence of a protein cofactor. Subsequent bioinformatic searches of
bacterial genomes [Weinberg et al., 2007; Barrick and Breaker, 2007] and environmental
metagenomes [Weinberg et al., 2010] resulted in riboswitches for amino acids (lysine [Garst
et al., 2008], glycine [Huang et al., 2010]), nucleobases (guanine [Batey et al., 2004; Serganov
et al., 2004], adenine [Serganov et al., 2004], 2’-deoxyguanosine (DG) [Edwards and Batey,
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2009; Pikovskaya et al., 2011]), enzymatic cofactors (S -adenosylmethionine (SAM) [Mon-
tange and Batey, 2006; Gilbert et al., 2008], FMN [Serganov et al., 2009]), and metabolic in-
termediates (S -adenosylhomocysteine (SAH) [Edwards et al., 2010], prequeuosine (PreQ1) [Klein
et al., 2009], glucosamine-6-phosphate (GlcN6P) [Cochrane et al., 2007]). In each case, highly
conserved residues are responsible for recognizing nearly every functional group of the ligand.
These structures support a unifying theme among all riboswitch aptamer domains: an orga-
nized RNA architecture composed of basic RNA secondary and tertiary structural motifs to
support a highly specific and discriminative binding pocket [Garst et al., 2011]. Furthermore,
these examples showcase the diversity of small molecules sensed by these regulatory RNAs.
1.3 The cobalamin riboswitch family
Notably absent in the above list of riboswitch classes are the cobalamins. Cobalamins
are one the most complex cofactors known to be utilized in biology. They are composed of
four distinct parts: a corrin ring with a central cobalt ion, a dimethylbenzimidazole (DMB)
moiety connected to the ring via an aminopropyl linker, and a variable upper ligand group
(Figure 1.4). Cobalamins are classified similar to porphyrins (hemes) and chlorins (chloro-
phylls) as cyclic tetrapyrrole compounds due to the corrin ring. In the biologically active
forms of cobalamins the upper ligand group is either an 5-deoxyadenosyl moiety (AdoCbl),
a methyl group (MeCbl), or a coordinated water (AqCbl). Synthetic forms of the cobal-
amin include cyanocobalamin (CnCbl). In the ‘base-on’ form of cobalamins, N7 of DMB
coordinates directly with the cobalt. This causes the ring to adopt an upward fold around
the metal-C10 axis towards the upper axial group due to a steric clash between the methyl
at the C6 position of the DMB moiety. In the ‘base-o↵’ form, the DMB swings away from
the corrin ring via conformational changes in the aminopropyl linker. The complexity of
the ligand, characterized by the alternate conformations of the DMB group and the corrin
ring, the flexibility of the amide side chains, and the variable upper axial group presents an
interesting molecular recognition challenge for cobalamin riboswitches.
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Figure 1.4: Chemical structure of cobalamins. (a) Chemical structure of cobalamins. R =
5’-deoxyadenosyl (AdoCbl), methyl (MeCbl), aquo (AqCbl) or cyano (CnCbl). Note the
stereochemistry of the amide side chains: b,d,e point to the lower side of the ring, c points
to the upper side. (b) Schematic of cobalamins showing the relationship between the axial
positions and the corrin ring. (c) Side view of the AdoCbl (dashed lines) with aquocobalamin
perchlorate (solid lines) showing the tilt (red arrow) of the corrin ring due to the base-on
conformation of dimethylbenzimidazole. A line between C10 (green asterisk in (a)) and the
Co center marks the axis about which the corrin ring folds. This axis is pointing away from
the reader in (d). Figure adapted from [Kratky et al., 1995; Gallo et al., 2011].
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Cobalamins participate in several classes of chemical reactions in the cell based on the
identity of the upper axial group. In the methionine synthase, MeCbl participates as a methyl
group shuttle in the methylation of homocysteine to methionine using 5-methyltetrahydrofolate
as a methyl donor [Matthews, 1999]. The cobalt-carbon bond in AdoCbl undergoes homolytic
cleavage to provide free radicals for carbon-carbon rearrangements of substrates. These in-
clude the conversion of (2R)-methylmalonyl-CoA to succinyl-CoA via the methylmalonyl-
CoA mutase [Banerjee and Chowdhury, 1999], the generation of deoxyribonucleotides from
ribonucleotides via class-II ribonucleotide reductases [Fontecave and Etienne, 1999], and the
generation of endogenous electron acceptors in anaerobic fermentation [Roth et al., 1996].
While cobalamin riboswitches were the first to be discovered, they currently remain
the last to be characterized structurally. Kadner and Andersson independently observed
that the 5’ leader sequences of cobalamin biosynthesis genes in Salmonella typhimurium
(S. typhimurium) and the cobalamin transporter gene (btuB) in E. coli and S. typhimurium
are required for the cobalamin dependent expression of these genes by a post transcriptional
mechanism [Lundrigan and Kadner, 1989; Richter-Dahlfors and Andersson, 1992]. Via dele-
tion analysis of the 5’ leader sequences of the cob operon, Andersson established the that the
aptamer domain consisted of a region encompassing 250 nucleotides that formed a compact
secondary structure of conserved helices bound by a single base stem [Richter-Dahlfors and
Andersson, 1992]. Transcriptional and translational regulation required the presence of a
long-range pseudoknot interaction between the aptamer domain and a downstream element
termed the “translational enhancer”[Ravnum and Andersson, 2001] or an “antisequester
structure” [Vitreschak et al., 2003], respectively. These studies were especially important be-
cause they predicted that cobalamin riboswitches operate via a secondary structural switch
mechanism (Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.5). However, both studies were unclear how the RNA
sensed cobalamin as no cobalamin binding protein cofactor could be identified. It was not
until chemical probing studies by Breaker who demonstrated that binding of AdoCbl to the
5’ leader sequence of btuB in E. coli results in global changes in the RNA structure [Nahvi
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et al., 2002]. These studies confirmed that it was not a protein cofactor, but rather the RNA
itself that directly sensed the cobalamin ligand.
1.4 Structural diversity within the cobalamin riboswitch family
By 2005, a structural model for the cobalamin riboswitch had been established (Figure
1.6). The RNA is comprised of a four-way junction bound by helices P3–P6. An external
pseudoknot bridges a hairpin within the aptamer domain (P5) with a downstream hairpin
(P13). The highly conserved “B12-box” sequence [Franklund and Kadner, 1997] constitutes
the 3’ side of P6, the linker region between P6/P3 (J6/3) and the 3’ side of P3 [Barrick
and Breaker, 2007]. A large peripheral element extending from the four-way junction via
P6 (“B-II” element) was observed in a majority of sequences but was absent in certain bac-
terial clades (Cyanobacteria,Thermus/Deinococcus, and Chloroflexaceae) [Vitreschak et al.,
2003]. A collection of sequences representative of this global architecture are classified as
adenosylcobalamin riboswitches (Cbl-Ia, RFAM: RF00174).
Prior to the research presented in this thesis, it was presumed that the cobalamin
riboswitch family bound solely to adenosylcobalamin. However, during my structural stud-
ies of the Cbl-I class, a number of cobalamin-like riboswitches were discovered. The con-
served secondary structures of these riboswitches challenged the structural model of the Cbl-I
class (Figure 1.6, Cbl-Ia, Cbl-II). Notably, the large peripheral domain P7–P11 are absent
from a series of cobalamin riboswitches obtained form the Enterococcus faecalis (E. faecalis)
(RFAM: RF01482, Cbl-Ia) [Fox et al., 2009] and the Pacific Ocean metagenome (RFAM:
RF00174, Cbl-II) [Weinberg et al., 2010] and each class has a di↵erent structural module
that bridges P1 and P3. While both Cbl-Ia and Cbl-Ia have been biochemically validated
to be highly specific to adenosylcobalamin, the function of Cbl-II remained unknown and
was ascribed based on the conservation of the four-way junction as an ‘AdoCbl Variant’.
Furthermore, it was unclear structurally, how the Cbl-Ia and Cbl-II riboswitches are able
to bind adenosylcobalamin using an aptamer domain that was approximately half the size
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of the Cbl-Ia class. Therefore, the questions I addressed in my research are: (1) Do all
cobalamin riboswitches recognize adenosylcobalamin? (2) How do cobalamin riboswitches
recognize cobalamins? and (3) How is ligand binding in the aptamer domain communicated
to the expression platform?
The work presented in this thesis addresses these questions from a structural and bio-
chemical point of view. In chapter 2, I present biochemical and structural evidence for a
new functional class (Cbl-II) within the cobalamin riboswitch family. I solved the structure
of this riboswitch in complex with its ligand and its expression platform and the structure
clearly shows how ligand binding is coupled with gene regulation. Furthermore, in collabo-
ration with James E. Johnson and Jacob T. Polaski, I validate hypotheses regarding ligand
binding and regulation suggested by the structure and propose a model for how cobalamin
riboswitches use changes in tertiary architecture rather than a secondary structural switch to
a↵ect ligand dependent gene regulation. In chapter 3, I solved the structure of the AdoCbl
riboswitch from T. tencongensis that explicitly shows how adenosylcobalamin riboswitches
specifically recognize adenosylcobalamin. Due to the low resolution of the di↵raction data
(3.5 A˚ and 4.0 A˚ for the AqCbl and AdoCbl riboswitch, respectively), the solution to the
phase problem inherent in x-ray crystallography eluded many automated crystallographic
packages. Therefore, I have interleaved the details of the structure determination within the
overall biological narrative. Using the structures of the AdoCbl and AqCbl riboswitches I
propose a model that explains how each riboswitch is specific for its own e↵ector, but not
the other.
Chapter 2
The functional analysis and crystallographic structure of a new class of
riboswitches from the Pacific Ocean metagenome
2.1 Introduction
The Cbl-II class of cobalamin riboswitches (RFAM: RF01689, ‘AdoCbl Variant’) was
discovered by the Breaker lab by analyzing patterns of covariation within sequences obtained
from the Pacific Ocean metagenome [Weinberg et al., 2010]. Similar to the well characterized
Cbl-I 5’-deoxyadenosylcobalamin (AdoCbl) riboswitches, the Cbl-II riboswitches contain a
conserved four way junction (P3–P6) and an external pseudoknot between L5 and L13 (Fig-
ure 2.1) . Both riboswitch classes also have a conserved T-Loop/T-Loop receptor between
L4 and L6 and an internal pseudoknot between L6 and J4/3 to form the T-Loop pseudo-
knot domain as the main organizing architecture for the ligand binding pocket [Jaeger et al.,
2009].
While many other well-characterized riboswitches utilize a secondary structural switch
to elicit the regulatory response, cobalamin riboswitches utilize long-range RNA-RNA inter-
actions as the structural basis for gene regulation. Nearly all identified variants of the Cbl-II
class contain the Shine Dalgarno consensus bacterial ribosome binding site (AGGAGG)
at the loop of L13 and the anti-Shine Dalgarno consensus sequence (CCUCCU) at the
terminal loop of L5 (Figure 2.1). These observations suggest that cobalamin riboswitches
regulate at the level of translation and use cobalamin binding to occlude the ribosome bind-
ing site (RBS) from the 30S ribosomal subunit by the anti-RBS via a long-range kissing-loop
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interaction [Vitreschak et al., 2003]. This mechanism is fundamentally distinct from the
secondary structural switch where ligand stabilizes a mutually exclusive secondary structure
via a switching sequence that is complementary to the aptamer domain and the expression
platform [Batey et al., 2004] (Figure 1.1). However, an alternative secondary structure ar-
rangement is not apparent in the Cbl-II class suggesting an alternative hypothesis for the
regulatory mechanism is needed.
Prior to the results of this study, it was assumed that all (Cbl-I and Cbl-II) cobal-
amin riboswitches bound to adenosylcobalamin, yet the structural di↵erences between the
two classes did not clearly explain how Cbl-I accomplishes this feat. Comparative analysis
of the consensus secondary structures of the Cbl-I and Cbl-II classes show that the major
di↵erences between the two classes are the peripheral elements (P7–P11) downstream of L6
(Figure 1.6). Gelfand classified this peripheral domain as the B-II element and observed its
presence was conserved in certain clades of bacteria (Cyanobacteria,Thermus/Deinococcus,
and Chloroflexaceae) [Vitreschak et al., 2003]. Ligand induced modulations in RNA struc-
ture were observed in a conserved element within this domain (J9/11) for the E. coli BtuB
riboswitch by Breaker [Nahvi et al., 2002] and James Johnson in the Batey Lab showed via
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) the B-II element is important for specific recogni-
tion of AdoCbl versus MeCbl (unpublished results). While these observations implicate this
element in AdoCbl binding, a small subset of cobalamin riboswitches from Enterococcus,
Clostridium, and Listeria maintain high specificity for AdoCbl independent of this periph-
eral element [Fox et al., 2009]. Therefore, the lack of this element in the Cbl-II class and
the absence of crystallographic structures added uncertainty as to its involvement in AdoCbl
recognition. One plausible model is that riboswitches from Cbl-II are able to recognize
AdoCbl independent of B-II. [Weinberg et al., 2010; Vitreschak et al., 2003].
An alternative hypothesis is that Cbl-II riboswitches are able to recognize di↵erent
forms of cobalamin. A majority of the genes located immediately downstream of this ri-
boswitch encode for the cobalamin transport system BtuB/TonB [Weinberg et al., 2010].
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These proteins are able to non-specifically import AdoCbl and its derivatives (cyanocobal-
amin (CnCbl), aquocobalamin (AqCbl), methylcobalamin (MeCbl)) into the cell [Kenley
et al., 1978; Reynolds et al., 1980] and convert them to AdoCbl via the ATP:cob(I)alamin
adenosyltransferases (ACA) family [St Maurice et al., 2008]. These observations establish
that bacteria are challenged with di↵erent forms of cobalamin and contain mechanisms to
convert them to the biologically active form. The Cbl-II riboswitches would therefore be a
solution to cope with di↵erent forms of the cofactor.
In this chapter, I perform structural and biochemical studies on the Cbl-II class of
cobalamin riboswitches to address the alternative hypotheses presented. I use Isothermal
Titration Calorimetry (ITC) to confirm that this class binds specifically to cobalamin com-
pounds with small upper beta axial moieties. Furthermore, I solved the crystallographic
structure of the cobalamin riboswitch in complex with aquocobalamin and the expression
platform at 3.5 A˚ and the aptamer only domain at 2.95 A˚. Despite the moderate resolu-
tion of the structures, they explicitly show how the RNA specifically recognizes cobalamins
via sequence independent contacts with the corrin ring and use the ligand as a platform
to sequester the Shine Dalgarno (SDG) sequence with the anti-Shine Dalgarno (anti-SDG)
sequence in a long range pseudoknot. In collaboration with James E. Johnson and Jacob T.
Polaski I further demonstrate that the structure contains all sequence elements that are nec-
essary and su cient for translational regulation in vivo but more importantly, the cobalamin
riboswitch uses changes in tertiary architecture rather than secondary structural switching
to elicit translational attenuation.
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MeCbl AqCbl AdoCbl
Number of sites 1.07 ± 0.005 0.930 ± 0.0115 1.0a
KD (M 1)b 1.28x10 9 ± 8.52x10 10 1.66x10 8 ± 4.55x10 9 3.30x10 5 ± 2.06x10 6
Krelc 1 9.1 25,782
 H (cal/mol) -3.007 x 104 ± 376.6 -2.482 x 104 ± 482.5 -1.670 x 104 ± 374.3
 S (cal/mol/deg) -610.0 -47.6 -35.5
a The number of sites was fixed to 1.0
b Expressed as 1/KA
c Krel = KD,AqorAdoCbl/KD,Me
Table 2.1: Thermodynamic parameters calculated from isothermal titration calorimetry data
of the env4 cobalamin riboswitch against various cobalamins.
2.2 Results
2.2.1 Functional assignment of a cobalamin riboswitch from the Pacific
Ocean metagenome.
All identified RNAs within the cobalamin family have been assigned as binding adeno-
sylcobalamin (AdoCbl), despite the fact that only a few representatives have been biochem-
ically validated. Therefore, I used Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) to determine the
thermodynamic dissociation constant, KD, for each biologically relevant cobalamin (AqCbl,
MeCbl, and AdoCbl) against a single representative from the original RFAM alignment
(env4, Genbank Accession #: AACY023653040/384–265) (Figure 2.2a). This representative
contains all of the conserved domains present in a majority of the cobalamin riboswitches in
the alignment such as the P3–P6 four-way junction, the internal pseudoknot bridging J3/4
and L6, and the putative SDG/anti-SDG interaction between L5 and L13. ITC has been ex-
tensively utilized to analyze the a nity and discrimination of various nucleotide derivatives
to the purine riboswitch [Gilbert et al., 2007, 2006a,b]. RNA transcripts were synthesized via
in vitro transcription with T7 RNA polymerase, purified via acrylamide gel electrophoresis
under denaturing conditions, and refolded by a heat/cool protocol (Section 2.4). Consis-
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Figure 2.2: Secondary structure of the cobalamin riboswitch variants used in this study. (a)
env4 (Genbank Accession #: AACY023653040/384–265) (b) env8, (Genbank Accesssion:
AACY021350931.1/557-442) (Cbl-WT) shown in black lettering. Mutations for crystalliza-
tion of the Cbl-WT1 81 (Cbl- P13) variant (red boxes), and Cbl-Cryst (Cbl-Cryst) (black
boxes). The numbering is consistent with the crystallographic structure (black boxes).
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Figure 2.3: Raw ITC traces of a Pacific Ocean metagenome sequence env4 against
various cobalamins. (left) methylcobalamin , (middle) aquocobalamin, (right) 5’-
deoxyadenosylcobalamin.
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tently, I observed that the env4 sequence strongly prefers cobalamins with small upper axial
ligands. The relative a nity of MeCbl to AdoCbl or AqCbl to AdoCbl is nearly 30,000:1 and
2000:1, respectively. Each binds with a 1:1 ligand:RNA stoichiometric relationship (Figure
2.3 and Table 2.1). Therefore, the results clearly show that the Cbl-II riboswitches are a
new class of cobalamin riboswitches functionally distinct from well-characterized adenosyl-
cobalamin riboswitches (Cbl-I).
2.2.2 Crystallization of two variants of the cobalamin riboswitch from the
Pacific Ocean metagenome (Cbl-WT, Cbl-Cryst)
To determine the structural basis for recognition of cobalamins by the cobalamin ri-
boswitches, I solved its structure via x-ray crystallography. Crystallization trials were ini-
tiated using several phylogenetic variants from the original alignment against commercial
crystallization screens at various temperatures (Section 2.4). By simultaneously using var-
ious phylogenetic variants and commercial crystallization kits, I am able to search both
sequence and condition space at the same time thereby increasing the likelihood of obtain-
ing a di↵racting crystal. Such an approach was used by Sunny Gilbert in the Batey lab to
solve the structure of the SAM-II riboswitch [Gilbert et al., 2008]. Initial hits were obtained
with env8, (Genbank Accesssion: AACY021350931.1/557-442) (Cbl-WT) (Figure 2.2b) in
the following conditions: 10% 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD), 40 mM Na-Cacodylate pH
7.0, 6 mM spermine·4 HCl and 40 mM LiCl. However, the resulting di↵raction pattern was
excessively smeary, likely a result of disorder in the crystal lattice (Figure 2.4a).
In order to improve the di↵raction of the original Cbl-WT construct, I made mutations
within its sequence at positions allowed by phylogeny. The mutations were designed to
improve known RNA structural modules while simultaneously sampling di↵erent nucleotides
at less conserved positions. Strongly conserved sequences or covariation within helical stems
have likely been selected by evolution for function, whereas less conserved sequences may not
be as important and could be targeted for sequence variation. Examination of the consensus
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.4: Di↵raction images of (a) Cbl-WT and (b) Cbl-Cryst and (c) Cbl- P13. Images
of env8 (wild-type) were taken by Annie He´roux on X25 at the NSLS, Brookhaven National
Laboratory. Images of Cbl-Cryst and Cbl- P13 were taken by me on beamline 5.0.2 at the
BCSB, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
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secondary structure (Figure 2.1) indicated that covariation analysis supports a helix length
of 5 base pairs for P3. Therefore, in the context of the Cbl-WT sequence, the mutation
A14G would promote a Watson-Crick pair G14:C75 and allow the helix length of P3 to
match the consensus. Within L4, nucleotide 31 has some preference (at least 75%) to be an
adenine, however, in other members of the alignment this is a uridine [Weinberg et al., 2010].
Therefore, the mutation A31U was included as part of the screening. The linker between
P1 and P13 is not conserved in sequence identity but varies in length ( 3 < n < 11, where
n is the number of nucleotides). Therefore, linker sequences less than 6 nucleotides were
grafted from other members of the alignment onto the original Cbl-WT construct. Finally, a
fortuitous mutation was made, G42C, that disrupted the Watson-Crick base pair within the
internal pseudoknot1 . Crystals of the Cbl-Cryst (A14G, A31U, G42C and the substituted
six nucleotide linker) grew within 2 months at 20 C under 10% (v/v) MPD, 40 mM sodium
cacodylate pH 7.0, 12 mM spermine tetrahydrochloride, 80 mM KCl, and 20 mM BaCl2. The
crystal also su↵ered from lattice disorder, as evidenced by the same smearing of spots similar
to the original Cbl-WT construct (Figure 2.4b). However, the data could be integrated and
reduced to a final resolution of 3.4 A˚ (Table 2.3, Cbl-Cryst). While this was an initial success,
attempts to duplicate this condition for the purposes of experimental phasing by heavy atom
derivatization failed.
2.2.3 Crystallization of the minimal aptamer core (Cbl- P13)
As I was unable to reproducibly obtain di↵raction quality crystals of Cbl-Cryst, smaller
constructs were considered as targets for crystallization. The inability to form an ordered
crystal lattice can be due to disorder in the crystal packing. The Cbl-II class of cobal-
amin riboswitches contain an external pseudoknot between L5 and L13. This interaction
is predicted to form the basis for translational regulation by sequestering of the Shine-
1 The error in the sequence within the internal pseudoknot was not noticed until after the structure had
been solved. Attempts to restore this base pair ex post facto did not result in crystal growth.
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RNA Construct KD (nM)
env4-WT (1–102) 0.892 ± 1.179
env4- P13 (1–81) 2.362 ± 4.044
env4-MC (14–75) 1100.0 ± 300.00
Table 2.2: Dissociation constants (KD) for the env4 truncation mutants
for MeCbl as measured by Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC). All
measurements were performed in triplicate. Number in parenthesis de-
note the nucleotide boundaries of the RNA tested and are consistent with
Figure 2.2
Dalgarno (SD) sequence on L13 by the anti-Shine Dalgarno sequence within L5 [Weinberg
et al., 2010]. However, as the P13 stem is separated from P1 via a non-conserved, and likely
flexible linker, I reasoned that it could be possible to remove P13 resulting in a smaller RNA
that may improve crystallizability. As the smaller construct contained more than 90% of the
structure of Cbl-Cryst, it could be used as a molecular replacement solution for Cbl-Cryst
crystals.
The success of this approach would depend on the ability of truncation mutants to
maintain high a nity for cobalamin. In order to determine the minimal RNA motif required
for function, I designed and synthesized two truncations based on env4: env4- P13 (1–81)
and env4-MC (14–75) (Figure 2.2) and tested their ability to bind MeCbl via ITC. The
truncations were designed to preserve the most conserved architectural elements found in
the original RFAM alignments, the four-way junction (P3–P6) or the four-way junction and
the peripheral domain consisting of P1 and J1/3 (P1–P6). Removal of the regulatory stem,
P13, resulted in only a three-fold loss in a nity relative to wild-type, whereas removal of
the P1 stem and J1/3 reduced a nity as much as 500-fold relative to wild-type (Table 2.2).
These results clearly defined the aptamer domain as comprising the regions P1, J1/3, P3,
P4, P5, P6 and were the first indication that a peripheral element, J1/3 was responsible for
high a nity binding to ligand in the cobalamin riboswitches.
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By defining the minimal domain required for methylcobalamin binding I attempted
crystallization trials using Cbl-WT1 81 (Cbl- P13) (Figure 2.2). This construct is based on
the poorly di↵racting crystals, Cbl-Cryst. As the base pairing requirement between L5 and
L13 was now relieved, P5 now acted as a variable stem whose sequence and length could be
varied as part of the crystallographic screening [Reyes et al., 2009]. I modified the Cbl- P13
sequence to include the stable GNRA tetraloop in replacement of the wild-type L5 sequence.
GNRA tetraloops are highly stable RNA motifs that can assist in intermolecular RNA pack-
ing by docking into the minor groove of another RNA helix via an A-minor triple [Doherty
et al., 2001; Pley et al., 1994a,b]. If the helix is terminated with a GNRA tetraloop in-
troducing or removing base pairs from the helix may extend and twist the exposed GNRA
tetraloop to form a more stable intermolecular interaction. Therefore, I synthesized a series
of crystallographic constructs containing all permutations of a P1 helix between length 3
and 6 base pairs and a P5 helix between 2 and 5 base pairs. Jacob Polaski assisted with
subjecting these constructs to commercial crystallization screens at various temperatures.
The variant containing 6 base pairs on P1 and 4 base pairs on P5 di↵racted to 2.95 A˚ at the
Advanced Light Source (Figure 2.4).
2.2.4 Structure solution of Cbl- P13
Crystals of Cbl- P13 were derivatized with 10 mM iridium hexammine prior to cryo-
protection and data was collected on a single crystal at two di↵erent wavelengths corre-
sponding to the anomalous peak wavelength for cobalt and iridium. The anomalous signal
(as measured by the anomalous measurability [Zwart, 2005] computed by phenix.xtriage)
extended to 4.1 A˚ and 4.5 A˚ for the cobalt and iridium datasets, respectively.
In order to determine whether the iridium hexammine soak resulted in the incorpora-
tion of heavy atoms into the crystal and if the inherent cobalt anomalous scatterer would
provide any useful phasing information, I calculated anomalous di↵erence and dispersive dif-
ference Patterson maps for the cobalt and iridium peak wavelengths. The number of peaks
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Figure 2.5: Harker sections (z = 0.33) of anomalous and dispersive di↵erence Patterson
maps for Cbl- P13. Maps were calculated via CNS [Bru¨nger et al., 1998] using reflections
from the low resolution bins (15 A˚- 4 A˚). (a) Anomalous di↵erence Patterson using data
from the cobalt peak wavelength, (b) Anomalous di↵erence Patterson using data from the
iridium peak wavelength (solid black) and dispersive di↵erence Patterson using the di↵erence
between the cobalt and iridium peak wavelength (solid green). Predicted Pattersons based
on the final heavy atom solutions for cobalt or iridium are shown in reduced transparency.
Solid boxes show coincidence between the predicted and experimental Patterson.
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in the Patterson synthesis are equal to N2   N (where N is the number of atoms) mak-
ing protein or RNA ‘native’ Patterson maps very di cult to interpret due to the numerous
peaks. When only anomalous or dispersive di↵erences are used to calculate the map, the
peaks correspond only to atoms that contain anomalous or dispersive di↵erences, in this case,
iridium or cobalt. The number of heavy atoms is likely to be much less than the number
atoms a↵orded by the RNA and therefore produce fewer peaks.
The Patterson maps using the anomalous data provided clear peaks for the cobalt and
iridium anomalous datasets (Figure 2.5). The dispersive di↵erence Patterson map shows at
least a single (Figure 2.5b, red box) peak that appears in the anomalous iridium Patterson
but not in the cobalt anomalous Patterson suggesting this interatomic vector corresponds to
well-occupied iridium sites. Taken together, the presence of peaks in the Patterson synthesis
suggest that the crystal contains high occupancy heavy atom sites that could be used for
experimental phasing.
Patterson analyses can also provide information on the composition of the asymmet-
ric unit, particularly whether there is more than one molecule whose copies are not related
by the crystallographic symmetry of the crystal, otherwise known as non-crystallographic
symmetry (NCS). A native Patterson synthesis of the asymmetric unit contained a very
small peak (3.2% of the origin peak) suggesting there are no molecules related by a simple
translation besides the ones allowed by the crystallographic symmetry. However, inspection
of the self-rotation Patterson function showed strong peaks not associated with pure crystal-
lographic rotations (Figure 2.6). The self-rotation Patterson function clearly shows that the
asymmetric unit contains non-crystallographic symmetry defined by a 135 degree rotation
about an axis 45 degrees to the crystallographic b axis and 65 degrees to the crystallographic
c axis. Calculation of the Matthews coe cient (1.929 A˚
3
/Dalton) suggested that that the
most likely composition was 2 molecules per asymmetric unit and a 36% solvent content.
Taken together, I assumed that there were two molecules of Cbl- P13 in the asymmetric
unit related by a 135 degree rotation.
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(45,60,135.6)
(45,0,135.6)
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b
(49,30,180)
(49,90,180)
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q= 60° 
Ω = 45°
g= 135°
g= 135°
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
a
bc
Figure 2.6: Stereographic projects of the self-rotation function for Cbl- P13. (a) Stereo-
graphic projection ( = 180 ) of PDB: 3QBZ and contains no NCS for the P6422 space group.
Red arrows show peaks corresponding to crystallographic symmetry. (b) Stereographic pro-
jection ( = 180 ) for Cbl- P13. (c) Stereographic projection ( = 135 ) for Cbl- P13.
Black circles correspond to peaks due to NCS axes. Self rotation Pattersons were calculated
using low resolution reflections (25 - 5 A˚). The organization of Cbl- P13 in the ASU (d)
as observed looking down the 135  NCS axis and (e) the orientation the NCS axes makes
with the crystallographic axes. The angles are consistent with in the self-rotation Patterson
in (c).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.7: Experimental phasing electron density maps for Cbl- P13. The area shown is the
GNRA tetraloop capping L5. Experimental phases (no density modification) generated by
(a) single wavelength SAD and (b) after density modification. The final model is overlaid on
to the density for reference but was not used in the computation of the maps. (c) Anomalous
di↵erence fourier maps (contoured at 5  ) for the cobalt (orange) and iridium (purple) heavy
atom locations using only the RNA model as the source of phases. (d) Omit map calculated
for a single monomer of Cbl- P13 around the cobalamin ligand.
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As the Patterson synthesis clearly indicated incorporation of more than one molecule
in the unit cell, an automatic approach was used to solve the structure. The program
PHENIX.autosol [Adams et al., 2002], was used for heavy atom searching, refinement, phasing,
and density modification using only the cobalt anomalous peak data. After an initial set
of sites are found, PHENIX.autosol uses the crude phases to calculate anomalous di↵erence
Fourier to search for additional sites not found in the initial search. Ultimately, 9 heavy
atom sites with an occupancy greater than 0.5 were found with a figure of merit (FOM)
of 0.27. Inspection of the heavy atom sites after the structure was solved showed that the
cobalt anomalous data and the initial sites were su cient to locate iridium sites, despite the
fact the anomalous signal from iridium is small at the peak cobalt wavelength (f 00Ir (1.6A˚) =
6.96) but comparable to the anomalous signal by Co (f 00Co (1.6A˚)= 3.89). As I had collected
at the iridium peak wavelength, the inclusion of this data may improve the heavy atom
refinement and thus the resulting phases. Therefore, I used heavy atom sites from the refined
model as input to heavy atom refinement and phasing within SHARP [Bricogne et al., 2003]
against (1) anomalous di↵erences obtained from the cobalt peak wavelength, (2) anomalous
di↵erences obtained from the iridium peak wavelength, and (3) combined anomalous and
dispersive di↵erences obtained from the two wavelengths scaled together. The combined
two wavelength phases were of better quality than the cobalt-only dataset (FOM of Co=0.2
vs FOM of Co+Ir=0.366 at 3.6A˚) and allowed the phases to be extended to the highest
resolution (2.95A˚, FOM = 0.36). Subsequent density modification with RESOLVE (performed
within PHENIX) resulted in a map at 3.0 A˚ with clear features for the RNA backbone and
bases (Figure 2.7 a,b).
The model was built into the density modified map and refined against the di↵raction
data via BUSTER [Blanc et al., 2004] to an Rwork of 23.9% and an Rfree of 24.9% (Table 2.3).
Geometric analysis of the sugar backbone within MOLPROBITY [Davis et al., 2004] reveals no in-
correct sugar puckers or bond or angle deviations for either molecule in the asymmetric unit.
The location of the iridium sites and cobalt of AqCbl, are verified by anomalous di↵erence
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Fourier analysis at each peak wavelength (Figure 2.7c). Nine iridium sites could be located
in these maps. Eight of these sites involve inner sphere coordination with N7 of guanine
residues consistent with previous studies of metal ion binding sites within RNA [Ennifar
et al., 2003; Saito and Suga, 2002] and six of these sites obey the non-crystallographic sym-
metry observed in the self-rotation Patterson synthesis. The remaining site involves a inner
sphere coordination with three phosphates within the GNRA tetraloop. Finally, a simulated
annealing omit map was calculated around the cobalamin ligand (Figure 2.7d) and shows
clear definition for the corrin ring and the orientation of the amide side chains.
As expected from the interpretation of the self rotation Patterson synthesis, two
molecules are found in the asymmetric unit, related by an improper non-crystallographic
rotation and translation (Figure 2.6c and Figure 2.7c). The packing between RNA molecules
in the asymmetric unit is supported by a number of common RNA structural motifs (Figure
2.8). The two monomers are stabilized by a number of hydrogen bonds between the Watson-
Crick face of U24 and its 2’-hydroxyl and the minor groove face of P4. The GNRA tetraloop
of P5 from one molecule docks into minor groove of a coaxial stack of P1 helices from two
di↵erent molecules.
2.2.5 Structure solution of Cbl-Cryst
The structure of Cbl-Cryst was solved via molecular replacement using Cbl- P13
as the search model. An important parameter that must be specified for any molecular
replacement program is the number of molecules to search for. The native Patterson map,
much like the anomalous di↵erence or dispersive di↵erence Patterson map, shows strong
peaks corresponding to the intermolecular vectors between molecules related to each other
by a simple translation. However, when the intermolecular vector is similar to a lattice
centering operation, pseudotranslational symmetry occurs [Zwart et al., 2008]. In the case
of Cbl-Cryst the native Patterson map shows a strong peak 30% of the origin peak (Figure
2.9a). The translation closely mimics the orthorhombic C-centered space group (C2221, unit
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(a) (b)
U24
P4
P5
P1A
P1B
Figure 2.8: Intramolecular and intermolecular contacts between molecules of Cbl- P13
within the crystal. (a) U24 contributes its 2’-hydroxyl and Watson-Crick face to the mi-
nor groove of P4. (b) The GNRA tetraloop of P5 from one molecule docks into the coaxial
stacking of P1 helices of two adjacent molecules in the crystal.
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(a) (b)
0.500, 0.000, 0.233
L5/L13
L5/L13
Figure 2.9: Native Patterson analysis of Cbl-Cryst. (a) The native Patterson map
calculated using low resolution reflections (10 A˚- 4 A˚) in space group P212121 shows
a strong intermolecular vector 30% of the origin peak (red arrow). (b) The organi-
zation of Cbl-Cryst in asymmetric unit. Both molecules are separated by a simple
translation (red arrow) that transforms the coordinates of the red monomer into
the green monomer. The L5/L13 kissing-loops are labeled.
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cell: a = 73.86, b = 55.60, c = 81.83 ↵,  ,   = 90 ), but the data could not be reduced into
this space group and the larger P212121 cell was assumed. Therefore, the native Patterson
analysis suggested at least two molecules of Cbl-Cryst are in the asymmetric unit that are
related by a simple translation (Figure 2.9b).
Molecular replacement was performed within PHASER [McCoy, 2007]. Two copies of the
Cbl- P13 model lacking the GNRA tetraloop (residues 45–50) were o↵set by the pseudo-
translational vector and used for the search (Figure 2.10a). A single solution (TFZ = 20.2)
was found. Rigid body and positional refinement within BUSTER [Blanc et al., 2004] resulted
in reasonable density for the missing P13 stem present in Cbl-Cryst (Figure 2.10b). The
original Cbl-Cryst dataset was collected at the Co anomalous peak wavelength to maximize
any anomalous di↵erences from the inherent cobalt scatterer. The anomalous signal (as mea-
sured by the anomalous measurability [Zwart, 2005] computed by phenix.xtriage) extended
to 6.5 A˚. Refinement of the cobalt heavy atom sites and phase combination with the molec-
ular replacement solution (Cbl- P13) within SHARP [Bricogne et al., 2003] was performed to
generate a set of combined (molecular replacement and experimental) phases that could be
used as part of the maximum likelihood target for refinement of the model. The L5/L13
loops were built into this density (Figure 2.10) with the assistance of RCRANE [Keating and
Pyle, 2010] using iterative rounds of model building and refinement against the di↵raction
data and the experimental phases. The refinement protocol included positional, individual
B-factor and TLS refinement using the BUSTER [Blanc et al., 2004] and phenix.refine [Adams
et al., 2002] to an Rwork of 25.1% and an Rfree of 27.3%. MOLPROBITY [Davis et al., 2004] was
again used to asses the quality of the refinement and yielded a single sugar pucker and bond
angle deviation for residue A83 in both molecules. This residue forms a crystal contact with
A87 of another molecule. This residue is located within the non-conserved linker bridging
P1 and P3 and is not likely to a↵ect biological function.
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(a) (b)
L13
L5
Figure 2.10: Molecular replacement of Cbl- P13 solves the Cbl-Cryst structure. (a) Super-
imposition of the final refined Cbl-Cryst structure (green) and the molecular replacement
search model Cbl- P13 (red). (b) Supporting 2Fo   Fc electron density generated from
rigid body and positional refinement of the Cbl- P13 molecular replacement solution for the
boxed region in (a).The RNA backbone (phosphates and sugars) of Cbl- P13 and Cbl-Cryst
superimpose with an RMSD of 0.738 A˚. The molecular replacement is su cient to predict
the conformation of L5/L13 strands of the kissing-loop. The final refined model is shown in
this density to guide the eye but was not used in any part to calculate the map.
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Table 2.3: Cobalamin riboswitch data collection, phasing, and refinement statistics
Cbl- P13 (Cobalt Peak) Cbl- P13 (Iridium Peak) Cbl-Cryst
Data Collection
Space Group
P 6422 P 212121
Cell Dimensions
a, b, c A˚ 142.0,142.0,137.9 141.9,141.9,137.6 55.6,81.8,147.7
↵, ,   90,90,120 90, 90, 120 90,90,90
Wavelength (A˚) 1.59410 1.10500 1.60600
Resolution (A˚)a 68.9 - 2.955 (2.964-2.955) 137.6-3.60 (3.612-3.600) 55.6-3.43 (3.443-3.432)
Rp.i.m.b 0.030 (0.509) 0.042 (0.180) 0.061 (0.307)
hIi/ Ib 21.5 (2.1) 18.6 (5.8) 10.1 (2.6)
Completenessb 100.0 (100.0) 100.0 (99.0) 99.5 (100.0)
Redundancyb 13.8 (14.4) 13.5 (13.9) 3.4 (3.5)
Phasingc
Sitese 2 5 2
Phasing Powerf
isomorphous
— 0.876/0.706 —
anomalous 0.768 1.141 0.361
R-Cullis
isomorphous — 0.789/0.791 —
anomalous 0.789 0.769 0.968
FOM (initial)f 0.342/0.233 0.141/0.048
Refinement
Resolution (A˚)a 43.06-2.95 (3.13-2.95) 54.83-3.43 (3.83-3.43)
No of reflections 17822 9428
Test set 910 450
Rworka 0.239 (0.253) 0.246 (0.244)
Rfreea 0.249 (0.293) 0.269 (0.298)
No of atoms 3817 4560
No of molecules in ASU 2 2
RMSD bond length (A˚) 0.008 0.008
RMSD bond angle ( ) 0.64 0.53
Ave. Wilson B (A˚ 2) 91.98 39.4
Coord. Error (A˚), DPI 0.351 0.667
a Numbers in parenthesis correspond to the highest resolution shell
b As defined by SCALA [Winn et al., 2011]
c Phases were calculated via 2-wavelength MAD (Cbl- P13), and molecular replacement (Cbl-Cryst
using Cbl- P13 as the model)
e Numbers correspond to the number of heavy atoms for each atom derivative. All numbers include a
Co atom, defined by the number of molecules in the asymmetric unit, for the cobalamin ligand.
f As defined by SHARP [Bricogne et al., 2003], (acentric/centric) where applicable
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2.2.6 The structure of the cobalamin riboswitch from the Pacific Ocean
metagenome
The global architecture of the Cbl-II cobalamin riboswitch is established through com-
mon RNA structural principals and tertiary motifs. Like most large RNAs (> 100 nu-
cleotides), the six Watson-Crick base paired helices (P1, P3–P6, and P13) are organized into
two coaxial stacks that are augmented by two further helices formed by through pseudoknots
(P(J3/4–L6) and P(L5–L13)) (Figure 2.11b). The planar alignment of the two coaxially
stacking sets of helices is characteristic of the cH-family of four way junctions [Laing and
Schlick, 2009] a common RNA structural architecture found in the 23S ribosomal subunit,
HCV IRES domain, and the FMN riboswitch. Unexpectedly, the J6/3 linker interacts with
a peripheral domain (J1/3) that allows for P1 and P3 to coaxially stack, completing the
overall fold.
2.2.6.1 The cobalamin binding pocket is located at the center of the conserved
four way junction
In both of the structures of the isolated aptamer domain (Cbl- P13) and the complete
riboswitch (Cbl-Cryst), aquocobalamin is located at the center of the highly conserved four-
way junction (Figure 2.11b). The P3–P6 junction forms an ‘A’ shaped binding pocket in
which a stack of three unpaired universally conserved nucleotides in J3/4 and J6/3 (G19,
A20, and A70) line the upper face of the corrin ring (Figure 2.12a). Nucleotides A20 and A68
stack directly above the corrin ring, creating a pocket that can accommodate cobalamins
with small moieties on the   face. The orientation of the corrin ring places the amide side
chains within hydrogen bonding distance to the minor grooves of the L5/L13 kissing-loop,
J3/4 and J6/3 (Figure 2.12c). Interestingly, the side chains do not contact the Watson-Crick
or Hoogsteen faces, but rather interfaces with the sugar sides of many of the surrounding
bases. These observations suggest that cobalamin makes sequence independent interactions
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(a) (b)
A68 J1/3
J3/4
J6/3
A20
AqCbl P1/P3
J1/3
A9
G10 C11
U13
G70
U69
A68
(c)
Figure 2.12: The ligand binding pocket of the cobalamin riboswitch and the role of peripheral
element J1/3. (a) J3/4 and J6/3 line the upper side of the corrin ring. (b) J1/3 forms a
U-turn to alter the conformation of the binding pocket via J6/3. The view is generated
from (a) by rotating around the axis defined by the plane of the page and tilting that axis
towards the reader. (c) Stereoview showing the binding pocket formed by the minor grooves
of L5/L13, J6/3 and J3/4. Red dashes show putative hydrogen bonding interactions between
the amide side chains of the corrin ring and the RNA.
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with the RNA via its amide side chains.
The dimethylbenzimidazole (DMB) moiety is found in the “base on” conformation
relative to the corrin ring supported by on one side by the P5/P13 interface and on the
other by stacking of amide d via an aromatic ⇡ cation interaction [To´th et al., 2001]. The
aminopropyl linker buttresses against the minor groove of the P5–P13 interaction making a
putative hydrogen bond with C91 via the 2’-hydroxyl of the DMB moiety. Interfacial contact
analysis by Protein Interfaces, Surfaces and Assemblies (PISA) [Krissinel and Henrick, 2007]
indicates the solvent accessible surface area of the cobalamin is reduced by as much as 70%
of the ligand is buried when bound to the RNA.
2.2.6.2 A peripheral domain in the Cbl-III riboswitch influences the archi-
tecture of the binding pocket
An unexpected feature of this RNA is the interaction between nucleotides in the J1/3
bulge and J6/3 in the central four way junction between P3–P6 (Figure 2.11c). While
the four way junction between P3–P6 contains some of the most phylogenetically conserved
nucleotides in the cobalamin family, the architecture between P1–P3 distinguishes the Cbl-II
from Cbl-Ia/Cbl-Ib (Figure 1.6). In Cbl-Cryst, the J1/3 bulge forms a U-turn comprised of
G10–A12 and closed by a non canonical trans-Watson-Crick pair between A9 and U13. The
loop nucleotides participate in cross-strand hydrogen bonding interactions with nucleotides
U69 and G60 in J6/3 (Figure 2.12b). These nucleotides are the last two nucleotides of the
J6/3 linker and are responsible for forming one side of the binding pocket (Figure 2.12a). The
interaction between the peripheral domain J1/3 and J6/3 observed in the crystal structure
is consistent with the necessity for high a nity binding of Cbl-Cryst with cobalamin, as
the removal of the J1/3 domain from Cbl-Cryst resulted in a dramatic loss of a nity as
measured by ITC (Table 2.2).
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2.2.6.3 The overall fold of the aptamer domain is mediated by a T-Loop/T-
Loop interaction
Both halves of the RNA are brought together by an interaction between T-Loops at
the apex of L4 and L6. A T-loop is characterized as a three nucleotide U-turn (UNR or GNR
where R is any purine and N is any nucleotide) flanked by a non-canonical base pair and
was originally found in the T⇣C-loop of tRNAs [Krasilnikov and Mondrago´n, 2003]. A UA-
handle is a type of T-loop if the non-canonical base pair is a U:A Watson-Crick:Hoogsteen
trans base pair stacked directly above a G:C Watson-Crick base pair separated by a bulge
of one or more nucleotide bulges. The orientation of the canonical pair relative to the 5’
uridine determines the conformation of the bulging nucleotides, allowing them to participate
in long-range RNA interactions [Jaeger et al., 2009].
Within Cbl-Cryst, two type-II UA-handles occur at the base of L4 (U29:A33) and L6
(U57:A61) where the 5’ uridine is immediately preceded with a G:C pair. At the apex, the
loop nucleotides of L4 and L6 protrude from the P4 and P6 helices to participate in hydrogen
bonds that bridge the two loops together. Specifically, A59 forms a sheared pair with G30
and A32 hydrogen bonds with the minor groove of U58 (Figure 2.13a). Within L6 of the
cobalamin riboswitch, the exocyclic amine of C64 and the 2’-hydroxyl of A61 can form a
hydrogen bonds with the phosphate backbone of U63 and support extrusion of G62 and U63
from the L6 nucleotide stack. The structural consequence is the formation of an internal
pseudoknot between A41:U63 and C42:G6 ultimately bridging L6 and J3/4 (Figure 2.13b).
Together, this set of interactions is known as the ‘T-Loop pseudoknot’ domain and are
universally found within the cobalamin riboswitch family [Jaeger et al., 2009]. Furthermore,
it is likely to be one of the major organizational centers of the RNA and plays an important
role in forming the cobalamin binding pocket.
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Figure 2.13: A double T-loop architecture supported by type-II UA
handles organizes the global architecture. (a) L4 (yellow) and L6
(red) form dual T-Loops. The bridging interaction is supported by a
sheared G·A pair (G30:A59) and A-minor interactions between A32
and L6. The base of the T-Loops are terminated by non-canonical UA
pairs (U29:A33 and A61:U57). (b) A type II UA-handle allows bulged
nucleotides in L6 to participate in long range base pair with J3/4
(salmon). The conformation of the bulged nucleotides are supported
by hydrogen bonds to A61 and C64 (black dashes).
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Figure 2.14: The kissing-loop interaction is responsible for translational repression in vivo.
(a) Secondary structure diagram of the kissing-loop interaction between L5 and L13. The
GAAA mutant abrogates L5/L13 pairing (gray box). (b) The structure of the kissing-
loop interaction from the crystal structure. The Watson-Crick base pair G90:U45 is shown
in sticks. (c,d) Translational repression of a GFP reporter by the cobalamin riboswitch
in response to aquocobalamin. Ligand-dependent repression is maximal in the wildtype
construct (c, left column) but is abrogated when the L5/L13 interaction is abolished (c,
right column). (d) Fold repression of wild-type (red), Cbl-WT (crystal construct, blue), and
the GAAA mutant (black) as a function of exogenously applied AqCbl in liquid culture. The
crystal construct contains all mutations observed in the crystal except G42C.
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2.2.6.4 Regulation by sequestering the RBS in a loop-loop interaction
The other significant feature of the structure is the kissing loop interaction between L5
and L13(Figure 2.11). The sequence of Cbl-Cryst is immediately upstream of the start codon
of a gene that shares high homology with TonB-dependent receptors, of which the cobalamin
transporter (BtuB) is a member [Chimento et al., 2003]. A near-consensus Shine Dalgarno
sequence is located in L13 at an appropriate distance from the putative start codon [Malys
and McCarthy, 2010], suggesting that the formation of the kissing-loop sequesters a ribosome
binding site to inhibit translation.
The kissing loop interaction is established by six base pairs between L5 and L13 and
involves most of the nucleotides that would comprise the Shine Dalgarno sequence. As the
structure suggested that base pairing between the RBS and the anti-RBS as the basis for
translational repression, I sought to directly establish the linkage between kissing loop for-
mation with regulatory activity in vivo. I positioned the env8 riboswitch upstream of the
GFP-UV gene in E. coli (see Methods) and measured a 9-fold decrease in GFP fluorescence
when cells containing the wild type env8 riboswitch were grown media containing AqCbl
(Figure 2.14). In contrast, conversion of L5 into a stable GNRA tetraloop completely ab-
rogated translational repression despite maintaining a nity for cobalamin (Figure 2.14 and
Table 2.2). Furthermore, the minimal sequence of the Cbl-II crystal structure shows a similar
decrease in GFPuv expression in the presence of AqCbl except only at a maximum of 4-fold
repression. These results clearly show that sequence complementarity within the kissing-loop
complex as observed in the structure is directly responsible for regulation in vivo.
2.2.6.5 Verification of a new base pair interaction within the regulatory
kissing-loop
The covariation analysis performed by Breaker adequately described the Watson-Crick
pairs for many of the paired helices comprising the binding pocket (P1–P6). However, I
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RNA/Mutation KD (nM) Krel (KD/ KD,wt )
Wild-type 22.67 ± 10.54 1
G50C 725.2 ± 146.2 32
G50C:C91G 308.8 ± 49.6 13
Table 2.4: Validation of a base pair within the kissing-loop interaction of Cbl-WT not
predicted by phylogeny.
observed a single base pair in the crystal structure incorrectly predicted from phylogeny.
Whereas phylogeny predicted a G50·U45 wobble as the closing pair of P5, the crystal struc-
ture suggested that G50 could instead participate in a Watson-Crick interaction with C91 as
a closing base pair in the kissing-loop complex (Figure 2.1 vs Figure 2.14b). Furthermore,
the proximity of C91 to the ligand binding pocket suggested that it could participate in a
direct interaction with the ligand, the only sequence-specific interaction within the binding
pocket. The moderate resolution of the crystal (3.5 A˚) and the quality of the molecular
replacement phases made the interpretation of this region particularly challenging (Figure
2.10).
To validate this base pair, I used a compensatory mutagenesis strategy and measured
the a nity to AqCbl via ITC (Table 2.4). Whereas a single mutation (G50C) strongly ab-
rogated binding a nity (32-fold loss), the compensatory mutation (G50C:C91G) yielded a
moderate (13-fold) improvement in a nity relative to wild-type. Interestingly, the compen-
satory mutation did not restore a nity to wild-type suggesting that the orientation of the
G50:C91 base pair has been selected for binding of AqCbl. This observation is supported
by covariation analysis of Cbl-II, the identities of G50 and C91 show more than 95% con-
servation (Figure 2.1). Taken together, these results validate the modeling of the G50:C91
base pair within the structure and more importantly, establishes that cobalamin riboswitches
recognize their e↵ects and regulate gene expression in a sequence-independent manner.
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2.2.7 Ligand dependent switching is dependent on a non-canonical kissing-
loop motif
The RNA loop-loop interaction between the aptamer domain (L5) and the regulatory
pseudoknot (L13) is composed of six nucleotides from each loop but is interrupted from
perfect Watson-Crick complementarity by a G95:A46 mismatch, and a two nucleotide in-
sertion (A96, G97) (Figure 2.14 a,b). Mismatches in perfect Watson-Crick complementarity
within known kissing-loop interactions have been shown to prevent loop-loop initiation in
the dimerization of HIV-1 genome RNA. Furthermore, symmetrical kissing-loops involving
six nucleotides commonly include flanking, unpaired 5’ and 3’ purine bases to accommodate
the sharp twist needed for the kissing-loop conformation [Brunel et al., 2002].
The loop sizes and nucleotides identities for L5 and L13 (Figure 2.1) within the Cbl-II
riboswitches are conserved suggesting a selection pressure to maintain the imperfect kissing-
loop interaction. One hypothesis is that the regulatory pseudoknot is unstable to maintain
ligand-dependent regulation by the riboswitch. This idea was tested in the Batey Lab by
James Johnson who synthesized the P13 stem loop with these nucleotides deleted and in-
serted a single uridine in their place to correct the base complementarity between the two
loops. Kissing loop formation was assessed by the retardation of a 32P-radiolabeled P13
hairpin stem when added in trans to the aptamer domain (Figure 2.15). The wild-type se-
quence strongly associates with the L13 stem and the association is complete in the presence
of AqCbl. In the absence of canonical Watson-Crick pairing between L5 and L13 (GAAA
mutant), the loops do not associate confirming the observations made in vivo. A minimal
aptamer domain comprised of solely the P3–P6 junction shows some association to the bound
state, but is unable to retain this conformation, consistent with the weak a nity for AqCbl
with this minimal domain. In contrast, correction of the kissing loop by formation of a A-U
pair (G95U) and deletion of the bulged nucleotides ( A95, G97) results in loop-loop forma-
tion independent of AqCbl for the ‘wild-type’ construct and the minimal P3–P6 junction.
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These results indicate that a perfect kissing-loop interaction would result in constitutive
occlusion of the ribosome binding site. Therefore retention of a mismatch in the kissing-loop
would be advantageous to maintain regulatory switching in vivo.
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Figure 2.15: Native electrophoresis mobility shift assay of wild type
and mutant (G95U,  A96–G97) P13 stem loops (50 nM) in the ab-
sence or presence of 100 µM aquocobalamin for di↵erent env4 ap-
tamers (100 µM): negative control (-), L5 GAAA tetraloop aptamer
(L5 GAAA), four way junction conserved core (4WJ), and wild type
env4 aptamer (WT).
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2.3 Discussion
The global architecture of the cobalamin riboswitch organizes to create a highly spe-
cific binding pocket for cobalamin compounds with small   axial moieties. The   position
of cobalamin points directly towards the minor groove of J3/4 and J6/3. This position is
particularly important as it coordinates the variable R-group of cobalamins (Figure 1.4).
Therefore the conformation of the J6/3 or J3/4 linker would be important for specific recog-
nition of cobalamin. Modeling of adenosylcobalamin into the binding pocket produces a
steric clash with the J6/3 linker (A20). Therefore, the positioning of the cobalamin within
this pocket provides su cient room to accommodate small axial ligands such as methyl or
cyano, but not the adenosyl moiety. This hypothesis is consistent with ITC data showing as
much as a 2000-fold loss in a nity for AdoCbl by this riboswitch (Figure 2.3). Thus, steric
occlusion of bulky  -substituents is the basis for selectivity against AdoCbl by the Cbl-II
class.
Interestingly, the cobalamin riboswitch structure shows that all of the cobalamin-RNA
interactions are sequence independent. The amide side chains extend into the minor groove of
the surrounding helices but do not make any interactions with the Watson-Crick or Hoogsteen
faces. The conformational flexibility and availability of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors
by the amide side chains likely enables cobalamin to bind in an identical fashion in both
classes of riboswitches despite covariation of nucleotides at the base of helical stems P3, P5,
and P6. This model is consistent with previous studies demonstrating that modifications to
the amide side chains [Gallo et al., 2011; Nahvi et al., 2002], or the axial substituents [Gallo
et al., 2008] are able to induce global structural changes within the RNA albeit at lower
a nities.
The regulatory region in the cobalamin riboswitch is involved in a “kissing-loop” inter-
action between L5 of the cobalamin aptamer and L13 of the downstream regulatory hairpin.
The structure shows that the DMB group and aminopropyl linker insert into the minor groove
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of the Watson-Crick pairs formed between nucleotides of the two loops (P5/P13) suggesting
that the ligand assists in the formation of the hairpin by favorable hydrogen bond contacts
to this region in a sequence independent manner. SHAPE structure probing of the L5–L13
region shows that while the kissing-loop can be formed in the absence of ligand it requires
high magnesium concentrations (> 15 mM). In contrast, the addition of ligand lowers this
requirement to physiological magnesium concentrations (James Johnson, unpublished data).
Furthermore, an aptamer domain comprised of solely the four-way junction, despite having
1000-fold weaker a nity for AqCbl (Table 2.2), shows significantly more association with
the L13 hairpin in trans in the presence of AqCbl (Figure 2.15). There are limitations, how-
ever, as disrupting the base pairing interaction (GAAA mutant) between L5 and L13 does
not result in the formation of the kissing-loop regardless of cobalamin. Such a mechanism
is similar to the role of the ROM/ROP protein in the stabilization of an RNA loop-loop
complex in ColE1 plasmid replication [Eguchi and Tomizawa, 1991]. Interestingly whereas
the repression of ColE1 plasmid replication requires perfect sequence complementarity be-
tween the kissing loops and a large protein cofactor, the cobalamin riboswitches are able to
accomplish the same feat with imperfect kissing loops using the relatively small cobalamin
ligand.
The structure also shows that the kissing-loop interaction between L5–L13 is inter-
rupted from perfect base pair complementarity unlike many stable RNA kissing loops. In
collaboration with James Johnson, we observed that correction of the kissing-loop motif
to full complementarity between the two loops abrogates ligand-dependent formation of
the kissing-loop complex. This finding is consistent with the observation that the conver-
sion of the kink-turn motif to its consensus sequence in the metE SAM-I riboswitch from
B. subtilis results in poorer transcriptional regulatory response (Pablo Ceres, unpublished
data). These observations support a hypothesis that an unstable tertiary architecture (via
mismatches within the kissing-loop interaction) is essential for ligand-dependent regulation
by the cobalamin riboswitches.
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2.3.1 Cbl-II riboswitches utilize a markedly distinct regulatory mechanism
from known riboswitches
Riboswitches use a number of mechanisms to communicate the ligand binding status
from the aptamer domain to the expression platform. By far the most prevalent mechanism
is the secondary structural switch [Batey et al., 2004] whereby ligand binding is coupled to
gene regulation via the formation of two mutually exclusive secondary structures. This mech-
anism requires a “switching sequence” that can exchange with the aptamer domain in the
presence of ligand or with a downstream sequence in the absence of ligand. The downstream
sequence usually forms an RNA hairpin that permits or occludes key regulatory signals for
gene expression (a ⇢-independent transcriptional terminator for transcription or the ribosome
binding site for translation). A second mechanism is exemplified by some members of the
S -adenosylmethionine (SAM) family. The SAM-II riboswitch and the SAM-MK riboswitch
do not employ a secondary structural switch but instead directly incorporate the regulatory
signal within their aptamer domains. For example, the ribosome binding sequence in the
SAM-MK structure interacts with two helices of the three-way junction and plays a direct
role in forming a crucial base triple in the floor of the binding pocket [Lu et al., 2008]. Within
the SAM-II riboswitch, the ribosome binding sequence constitutes the 3’ side of the P2a/b
helices just below the binding pocket [Gilbert et al., 2008]. Interestingly, each mechanism
places a restraint on the RNA sequence. In the former, the formation of mutually exclu-
sive secondary structures requires elements of covariation within the aptamer domain, the
switching sequence, and the downstream expression platform. In the latter, the requirement
for a bacterial Shine Dalgarno sequence is absolute. Another shared characteristic between
the two mechanisms is whether the aptamer domain can be physically separated from the
expression platform. This is true in secondary structural switches, however is not possible
in the SAM-MK/SAM-II riboswitches as the ribosome binding sequence plays an intricate
role in forming the binding pocket for the ligand.
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The Cbl-II riboswitches are distinct from either mechanism. Regulation occurs by
occlusion of the ribosome binding sequence by the ligand or the RNA architecture, but via
a long-range interaction between two hairpin loops. One loop (L13) contains the ribosome
binding sequence and the other loop (L5) is located within the aptamer domain and contains
the anti-ribosome binding sequence. The role of the ligand is likely to stabilize the kissing-
loop by sequence independent interactions to the minor groove of the kissing-loop. Another
possible mechanism is that ligand binding facilitates the P1/P3 coaxial stack by organizing
the U-turn located in the peripheral domain of J1/3 with an element of the binding pocket,
J6/3. Nonetheless, the cobalamin riboswitches require a ligand-dependent change in tertiary
architecture of the RNA rather than a change in secondary structure to elicit the regulatory
response and perform this task in a sequence-independent fashion. These characteristics set
the Cbl-II cobalamin riboswitches apart from known riboswitch regulatory mechanisms.
2.3.2 A variant of the Cbl-II class of cobalamin riboswitches binds cobalamin
rather than adenosylcobalamin
Prior to the results of this study, it was assumed that all cobalamin riboswitches
bound to adenosylcobalamin. The basis of this assumption stems from the comparison of
the conserved secondary structure among the cobalamin riboswitch classes. Both families
share a common four-way junction believed to be the cobalamin binding pocket, but di↵ered
by the presence of peripheral domains. Cbl-I contains a long peripheral arm stemming from
P6, and a small subdomain between helices P1/P3. However, my studies show that the Cbl-
II riboswitches bind specifically to cobalamins where the upper beta axial position is either
methyl, aquo, or cyano versus adenosyl. The selection against bulky substituents in the
upper beta axial position would therefore classify this riboswitch as a cobalamin riboswitch
and the Cbl-I class of riboswitches as adenosylcobalamin riboswitches.
The discovery of a new class of cobalamin riboswitches warrants a discussion of the
plausibility of cobalamin (rather than adenosylcobalamin) binding riboswitches in bacteria.
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Aside from the sequences obtained from the Pacific Ocean metagenome [Weinberg et al.,
2010], Gelfand observed that cobalamin riboswitches lacking the large peripheral element
are restricted to certain bacterial clades (Cyanobacteria,Thermus/Deinococcus, and Chlo-
roflexaceae) [Vitreschak et al., 2003]. Covariation analyses of the Gelfand sequences show
a clear feature of Cbl-II riboswitches, the U-turn located in J1/3, suggesting that these se-
quences are putative cobalamin (not AdoCbl) riboswitches. Furthermore, Gelfand observed
that within these bacteria, only Cbl-II riboswitches can be found suggesting a selective pres-
sure for cobalamin riboswitches exclusive of AdoCbl riboswitches. Therefore, one hypothesis
is that cobalamin (not AdoCbl) is the major form of cobalamin available to these organisms,
many of which live in environments that would cause photolysis of the Co-C bond within
AdoCbl. A recent study in the soil bacterium Myxococcus xanthus shows how the photola-
bility of AdoCbl is used as a light sensor to activate a carotenoid biosynthesis pathway to
protect these organisms from photo-oxidative damage [Ortiz-Guerrero et al., 2011]. While
these observations provide precedent for limited intracellular concentrations of free AdoCbl
in photosynthetic organisms (of which a majority of Cbl-II riboswitches are found), it opens
the possibility that cobalamin riboswitches could participate in light-dependent regulatory
pathways.
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2.4 Methods
2.4.1 Recombinant PCR
Synthetic DNA overlapping oligos were used to construct the DNA templates required
for RNA synthesis. The sequences env4 (5-GCGCGCGAATTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGTGTTA
AAAGCATAGTGGGAAAGTGACGTGTAATTCGTCCACATTACTTGATGCGGTTATAGTCCGAATGCCACCTAACA
CAAAGTAGAGCAAGGAGACTCAATGA), Cbl-WT (5-GCGCGCGAATTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCTAA
AAGCATGGTGGGAAAGTGACGTGTAATTCGTCCACATTACTTGATACGGTTATAGTCCGAATGCCACCTAGCCC
AAAGTAGAGCAAGGAGACTCA), Cbl-Cryst (5-GCGCGCGAATTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCTAAAAGC
ATGGTGGGAAAGTGACGTGTAATTCGTCCACATTACTTGATACGGTTATACTCCGAATGCCACCTAGCCCAAAG
TAGAGCAAGGAGACTCA), Cbl- P13 (5-GCGCGCGAATTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGCCTAAAAGCATAG
TGGGAAAGTGACGTGAAATTCGTCCAGATGCGAAAGCATACGGTTATACTCCGAATGCCACCTAGGCCA), and
Cbl-WT14 75 (Cbl-MC) (5-GCGCGCGAATTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGCCTAAAAGCATAGTGGGAAAGT
GACGTGAAATTCGTCCAGATGCGAAAGCATACGGTTATACTCCGAATGCCACCTAGGCCAGTGGGAAGTGACGTGA
ATTCGTCCAGATTACTTGATACGGTTATACTCCGAATGCCAC) were amplified using recombinant PCR
with overlapping DNA templates. Each sequence contains the T7 RNA polymerase promoter
directly followed by the riboswitch. A typical recombinant PCR experiment contained : 1 µL
of 5’ and 3’ outer oligonucleotides at a concentration of 100 µM, 1 µL of inner oligonucleotides
at a concentration of 1 µM, 10 µL of 10X PFU bu↵er, 2 µL of 10 mM deoxynucleotide
solution, 1 µL of 1:25 dilution of PFU enzyme. The volume was adjusted to 100 µL with
double distilled water. The mixture was incubated in a thermocycler with the following
program: 95 C for 30 seconds, then the following cycle repeated 25 times (95 C for 30
seconds, 55 C for 30 seconds, 72 C for 1 minute), followed by one cycle at 72 C for 1 minute.
The PCR products were analyzed on an 8% non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel to assess the
purity and confirm the molecular weight of the product.
Constructs for crystallography employed an additional round of PCR was used to
synthesize DNA templates containing penultimate 2’-O-methylated oligonucleotides. In this
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protocol, 5 µL of the previous round was combined with 100 µL of 10X PFU bu↵er, 20 µL
of 10 mM deoxynucleotide solution, 10 µL of a 1:25 dilution of PFU enzyme, 10 µL of the
5’ oligo used to create the initial template, and 10 µL of the 2’-O-methylated primer. The
volume of the mixture was adjusted to 1000 µL, and aliquoted into 8 x 125 µL PCR tube
strips. The same PCR program was used to amplify this product.
2.4.2 RNA synthesis
RNA was transcribed from DNA templates using T7 RNA polymerase. The tran-
scription reaction included: 1.25 mL of 10 X transcription bu↵er (300 mM Tris pH 8.0,
100 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 20 mM spermidine trihydrochloride, 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-
100), 0.125 mL of 1 M DTT, 0.250 mL 100 mM ribonucleotide triphosphate (rATP, rGTP,
rCTP, and rUTP), 1 mL of PCR template, 0.1 mL of 25 U/mL inorganic pyrophosphate,
and 25–50 uL of T7 RNA polymerase, volume adjusted to 12.5 mL with double distilled
water. The mixture was incubated at 37 C for 2 hours and precipitated in 40 mL of ethanol
overnight at -20 C.
2.4.3 Large scale RNA purification
Ethanol-precipitated transcription reactions were centrifuged at 2641 x g. Formamide
loading bu↵er ( 2 mL 8M urea, 2 mL formamide, 0.125 mL 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0, 0.125 mL
of 0.1% xylene cyanol, and 0.125 mL of 0.1% bromophenol blue) was added to the pellet.
Dissolution of the pellet was accomplished via vigorous vortexing and incubating to 65 C
for 25–30 minutes. The RNA was separated from the transcription by purification on a 8%
(29:1) polyacrylamide:bisacrylamide electrophoresis gel containing 8M urea and 1X TBE.
The RNA was visualized by illumination of the gel under ultraviolet light. Bands containing
RNA were excised from the gel, crushed in a 50 mL conical tube and eluted via shaking in
50 mL of 0.5X TBE overnight at 4 C. The supernatant was separated from the gel slices via
centrifugation and concentrated in 10,000 MWCO (Cbl-Cryst) or 3,000 MWCO (Cbl- P13)
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centrifugal units. As a final step, the RNA was exchanged into 0.5X TE in a final volume
of 1 mL. RNA aliquots were stored at -20 C until ready for use. The concentration was
evaluated for each RNA using the absorption of the solution at 260 nm.
2.4.4 Refolding protocol for Cbl-Cryst and Cbl- P13
RNAs at crystallographic concentrations (100 µM–500 µM) were refolded in bu↵er
containing 5 mM Na-Mes pH 6.0, 5 mM MgCl2 by incubating at 65 C for 3 minutes, 25 C
for 5 minutes, and then at 4 C for an additional five minutes in a total volume of 35 µL. To
this mixture, AqCbl was added in a two fold molar excess of the RNA and incubated for an
additional 5 minutes at 37 C.
2.4.5 Crystallization screening
RNAs were refolded as above and concentrated to crystallographic concentrations
(125 µM–500 µM) using 10,000 molecular weight cuto↵ (MWCO) centrifugation units. Crys-
tallographic screening was performed using commercially available crystallization screens
(Natrix HR2-116, Crystal Screen HR2-110, or Nucleic Acid Mini Screen HR2-118, Hampton
Research) either by sitting drop (0.3 µL RNA + 0.3 µL screen deposited by Crystal Phoenix
(Arts Robbins)) or by hanging drop (1.5 µL RNA + 1.5 µL screen). Trays were stored at
either 4 C, 17 C, 20 C, or 37 C and visually checked for crystals every 48 hours for at least
two months. If an initial hit was observed on the commercial screens, additional screen-
ing around the initial conditions were performed within 24-well trays using in house stock
solutions.
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2.4.6 Cobalamin riboswitch structure solution.
2.4.6.1 Cbl- P13
A representative sequence from the original sequence alignment (Genbank Accession
#: AACY021350931.1/557–442) was selected for crystallographic screening. The P13 stem
was deleted and the anti-RBS sequence in P5 was replaced with a stable GNRA tetraloop.
An RNA library composed of various permutations of P1 and P5 lengths were constructed,
refolded as described above, and screened for crystallizability. Di↵raction quality crystals of
Cbl- P13 grew within 3 days at 30  C in the presence of 100 mM magnesium acetate, 10%
2-methyl-1,3 propane diol, and 5 mM iridium hexammine. Crystals were cryoprotected by
briefly soaking in Ficoll oil (Sigma-Aldrich) and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. Complete
datasets at both the iridium and cobalt peak wavelength were collected at beamline 5.0.2
at the Advanced Light Source (ALS). The data was indexed, integrated, and scaled via
autoPROC [Vonrhein et al., 2011]. Significant anomalous signal extended to 4 A˚. Trial heavy
atom solutions were obtained for iridium and cobalt (for the bound cofactor) using dispersive
di↵erence and anomalous di↵erence Patterson maps. Initial sites were refined against the
anomalous and dispersive di↵erences for Co and Ir via SHARP [Bricogne et al., 2003]. The heavy
atom solution was completed by iterative cycles of log-likelihood gradient map inspection
and phasing. Solvent flattening via SOLOMON [Abrahams and Leslie, 1996] produced excellent
density for the entire RNA (Figure 2.7). The model was built manually in COOT [Emsley
et al., 2010] and refined with BUSTER [Blanc et al., 2004] against the experimental phases.
2.4.6.2 Cbl-Cryst
The original Cbl-Cryst sequence (Genbank Accession # : AACY021350931.1/557–442)
was modified with the following mutations: G12A, A14G, A31U, G42C, C62G and the re-
placement of the linker region with that of a sequence from the original alignment (Genbank
Accession #:AACY023653040/384–265). The G42C mutation disrupts the Watson-Crick
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base pairing in the pseudoknot at the base of P4. However, analysis of the electron density
ex post facto indicates Watson-Crick non canonical pairing, C42:C62, albeit via a single hy-
drogen bond. Each synthesized RNA was refolded as described above. Crystals grew within
3 months at 20  C under 10% v/v MPD, 40 mM sodium cacodylate pH 7.0, 12 mM sper-
mine tetrahydrochloride, 80 mM potassium chloride, and 20 mM barium chloride (Nucleic
Acid Mini Screen, Hampton Research) via hanging drop vapour di↵usion. Crystals were
flash frozen in liquid nitrogen without additional cryoprotection. A complete dataset was
collected at the peak wavelength for cobalt on beamline 5.0.2 at the ALS. The data were
indexed, integrated, and scaled with autoPROC [Vonrhein et al., 2011]. Inspection of the native
Patterson revealed a peak at (0.00, 0.338, 0.00) at 26% of the origin peak. This pseudo-
translational vector mimics the orthorhombic C-centered space group but the data could
not be indexed nor integrated in this space group. Therefore, the primitive orthorhombic
space group was assumed. The refined Cbl- P13 model was then considered as a source
of phases for the Cbl-Cryst crystal via molecular replacement. The model was modified by
removing the GAAA tetraloop and aquocobalamin ligand prior to molecular replacement.
Two molecules were found by PHASER [McCoy, 2007], related by the pseudotranslational vec-
tor from the native Patterson with a TFZ score of 20.2. The solution was confirmed by large
peaks in the anomalous di↵erence Fourier maps corresponding to the location of aquocobal-
amin in the binding pocket. The heavy atom sites were refined with the assistance of the
molecular replacement model within SHARP [Bricogne et al., 2003] to produce experimental
phases to approximately 7 A˚. The experimental phases improved the definition of the RNA
backbone and were included in the BUSTER [Blanc et al., 2004] maximum-likelihood refinement
to produce clear density for the regulatory regions P5 and P13. Early stages of the refine-
ment were assisted by Local Structural Similarity Restraints (LSSR) [Smart et al., 2012] to
Cbl- P13 and distance restraints between canonical base pairs. Model building was assisted
with RCRANE [Keating and Pyle, 2010] within COOT [Emsley et al., 2010]. The final model was
prepared using restrained refinement within BUSTER [Blanc et al., 2004].
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Data collection, phasing and refinement statistics for Cbl-Cryst and Cbl- P13 can be
found in Table 2.3.
2.4.7 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC)
Stock solutions of RNA at a concentration of 150–200 µM were dialyzed into a bu↵er
containing 5 mM Na-Mes pH 6.0, 5 mM MgCl2, and 100 mM KCl by an overnight dialysis at
4 C using 2,000 MWCO membranes. AqCbl, AdoCbl, and MeCbl were purchased (Sigma-
Aldrich) as a dry powder and dissolved in the dialysis bu↵er to a final concentration of
2 mM. Stock solutions were stored in the dark during the duration of each experiment.
Due to the light sensitivity of AqCbl and MeCbl, the ITC titrations were performed in the
‘reverse’ orientation such that the ligand was placed in the cell and the RNA was placed
in the injector. In this scenario, RNA was normally prepared at 50 µM and the ligand at
5 µM to assume a 10:1 RNA to ligand ratio. Titrations were performed either in the VP-
ITC (Microcal) or the ITC200 (GE Healthcare) using 10 µL injections or 2 µL injections,
respectively at 25  C. Data was fit with Origin ITC software (Microcal) to a single-site
binding model to determine the apparent association constant, KA.
2.4.8 Electrophoretic mobility gel shift assay
RNA aptamers were prepared using DNA templates generated from PCR amplification,
transcribed, and purified as above; the P13 hairpin was a synthetic RNA oligomer (Integrated
DNA Technologies). Samples were adjusted to a final volume of 20 µl with 1 µM 32P 5
labeled hairpins, 100 mM K·HEPES, pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 100 µM AqCbl,
and 100 µM of the appropriate env4 aptamer. Complexes were separated using 12% native
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresed for 1.5 hours at 10 Watts at 5  C. After drying the gel was
exposed to a phosphor screen overnight and visualized using a Typhoon PhosphoroImager
(Molecular Dynamics).
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2.4.9 Bacterial strains and plasmids
The E. coli strain used for all GFP fusion studies is Keio strain: JW1262-5 [F-
,  (araD-araB)567,  lacZ4787 (::rrnB-3),  -,  btuR778::kan, rph-1,  (rhaD-rhaB)568,
hsdR514 ] [Tomoya Baba, 2006]. Expression plasmids are derivatives of pACYC184 con-
taining a strong pTAQ promoter, two cloning sites (NsiI/HindIII) for riboswitch insertion,
followed by GFP-UV (pRR11). The Cbl-WT sequence (5-TTGACTGGCATGCATAAGGCTCGTATA
ATATATTCCAAAAAATTAATAACATTTTGGCCTAAAAGCGTAGTGGGAAAGTGACGTGAAATTCGTCCAGATTACT
TGATACGGTTATACTCCGAATGCCACCTAGGCCATACAACGAGCAAGGAGACTCTTTATGCAGATGATTACGCCAA
GCTTGCATGC-3), Cbl-Cryst (5-TTGACTGGCATGCATAAGGCTCGTATAATATATTCATATAATAATGGGCT
AAAAGCATGGTGGGAAAGTGACGTGTAATTCGTCCACATTACTTGATACGGTTATACTCCGAATGCCACCTAGCCC
AAAGTAGAGCAAGGAGACTCAACATGCTGATGATTACGCCAAGCTTGCATGC-3), and Cbl-WT-GAAA (5
-TTGACTGGCATGCATAAGGCTCGTATAATATATTCATATAATAATGGCCTAAAAGCGTAGTGGGAAAGTGACGTG
AAATTCGTCCAGATTGAAAGATACGGTTATACTCCGAATGCCACCTAGGCCATACAACGAGCAAGGAGACTCAACA
TGCTGATGATTACGCCAAGCTTGCATGC-3) were amplified using recombinant PCR. The resulting
products were double digested with NsiI/HindIII and ligated into the complementary sites
within pRR11. The sequences of the expression plasmids were verified by nucleotide sequence
determination. Preparation of plasmids were performed in 10-beta Competent E. coli (NEB)
using standard techniques.
2.4.10 In vivo assays using a GFP reporter
For all in vivo assays, cells were grown in a rich, chemically defined medium (CSB
Media: NaH2PO4 (4.6 mg/mL), K2HPO4 (11.7 mg/mL), and (NH4)2SO4 (2.0 mg/mL),
D-glucose (0.6%), sodium citrate (5 mM), and magnesium sulfate (492 µM), FeCl3·6H2O
(109 µM), ZnCl2·4H2O (28.3 µM), CoCl2·6H2O (24.8 µM), Na2MoO4 (13.8 µM), CaCl2·2H2O
(20.1 µM), CuCl2 (21.9 µM), MnCl2 (23.4 µM), and H3BO3 (23.9 µM)), supplemented with
100 µg/mL ampicillin. For titration experiments, 5 µL of the saturated overnight culture
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was added to 5 mL of CSB media supplemented with aquocobalamin. Each tube was then
placed in a rotating drum and allowed to incubate overnight (20 hours) at 37 C. For flu-
orescence measurements, 300 µL of cells from each biological replicate was added to wells
in a black 96-well plate. GFP fluorescence was monitored at an excitation wavelength of
395 nm and a 510 nm emission wavelength using an SafireII fluorimeter. All data shown
represent average fluorescence values of three biological replicates that were normalized to
the OD600 in each individual well. Fold-repression was calculated by dividing the average
normalized fluorescence values for the unrepressed construct (unexposed to aquocobalamin)
by the average normalized fluorescence value for each repressed construct (exposed to aquo-
cobalamin). All titration data was fit to a two state binding equation using Kaleidagraph
(Synergy Software).
2.4.11 Isothermal titration calorimetry
RNA was dialyzed overnight into a bu↵er containing 5 mM HEPES pH 8.0, 100 mM
KCl, and 5 mM MgCl2. RNA was diluted up to a final concentration of 5–10 µM and titrated
with either AdoCbl, AqCbl or MeCbl dissolved in the dialysis bu↵er at concentrations 10-
fold in excess of the RNA. Titrations were all performed at 25  C using a MicroCal iTC200
microcalorimeter. Data analysis and fitting was performed with the Origin software suite
using a single-site binding model.
Chapter 3
The structure solution of the adenosylcobalamin riboswitch from
Thermoanaerobacter tencongensis
3.1 Introduction
The adenosylcobalamin riboswitch (Cbl-I) represents the largest [Serganov and Patel,
2007] and most widely distributed riboswitch currently known [Barrick and Breaker, 2007].
Initially observed as a protein-independent regulatory element upstream of the cobalamin
transport gene btuB in E. coli and S. typhimurium [Lundrigan and Kadner, 1989; Richter-
Dahlfors and Andersson, 1992], it has been found broadly regulating cobalamin biosynthesis
genes (cob operon in S. typhimurium and the cbi operon in Pseudomonas denitrificans), B12-
dependent and B12-independent isozymes of methionine synthases and ribonucleotide reduc-
tases in bacteria [Rodionov et al., 2003]. For example, a clinical isolate of Mycobacterium
tuberculosis exhibits B12-mediated growth inhibition due to a AdoCbl riboswitch. While
the organism contains both B12-dependent and B12-independent isozymes of methionine
synthase (metH and metE, respectively), metH contains a single nucleotide polymorphism
rendering it non-functional whereas metE is regulated by a AdoCbl riboswitch. Therefore,
in the presence of AdoCbl, metE is not expressed, resulting in the inability to synthesize an
essential amino acid [Warner et al., 2007].
The widespread distribution of AdoCbl riboswitches and their involvement in metabolic
pathways of an essential coenzyme has lead e↵orts toward understanding how the RNA
specifically recognizes one of nature’s most complex cofactors. As mentioned in Chapter 1,
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Figure 3.1: Consensus secondary structure of the AdoCbl Cbl-Ia riboswitches. An alignment of
the seed sequences (RFAM accession # : RF00174) were downloaded from RFAM 10.1, June
2011. The “B-II element” [Vitreschak et al., 2003] include helices P7-P11. The long range
pseudoknot between the 3’ end of the RNA and P5 are not included in the alignment and is
drawn manually. Figure was rendered with R2R [Weinberg and Breaker, 2011]. The numbering
of helices is consistent with [Nahvi et al., 2004].
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covariation analysis of all cobalamin riboswitches indicate a highly conserved core composed
of a four-way junction (P3–P6). However, the AdoCbl riboswitches of the Cbl-Ia class contain
peripheral elements that distinguish it from the Cbl-II cobalamin riboswitches discovered
in Chapter 2. A long peripheral arm (P7–P11, “B-II” element [Vitreschak et al., 2003])
continues from P6 and contains a highly conserved GAA motif within a 3’ bulge between
helices P10–P11 (Figure 3.1). Breaker observed that a variant of the AdoCbl riboswitch from
the yvrC mRNA of B. subtilis lacks this element and retains the ability to bind AdoCbl.
However, this particular riboswitch exhibits poorer discrimination against 5’-deoxypurinyl
cobalamin relative to the E. coli btuB AdoCbl riboswitch resulting in a model where the
“right half” (P7–P11) binds the adenosyl moiety of B12 [Nahvi et al., 2004]. The other
peripheral element common to AdoCbl riboswitches is a three-way junction between P1 and
P3. Within this module, the last base pair of P1 is usually a G·U non-canonical wobble
pair, whereas J2/3 is normally rich in uridines and adenines. This motif is predicted to form
an A-minor junction motif by folding J2/3 into a UNR T-loop and docking into the minor
groove created by the coaxial stacking helices P1 and P3 [Jaeger et al., 2009].
While these observations establish the core of the AdoCbl aptamer domain, they do
not explicitly describe the involvement of the B-II element in recognizing the aptamer. One
hypothesis, as suggested by Breaker, is that the J9/11 element directly recognizes the adeno-
syl moiety of AdoCbl [Nahvi et al., 2004]. However, another hypothesis is that the peripheral
domain influences the architecture of the binding pocket via J3/4 and J6/3. This is sup-
ported by observations from the structure of the Cbl-II cobalamin riboswitch described in
Chapter 2. The J3/4 and J6/3 strands line the pocket directly above the corrin ring, and
in the case of the Cbl-II riboswitches, would exclude AdoCbl binding via a steric clash with
either J3/4 (A20) or J6/3 (A68) (Figure 2.12). As both riboswitches (Cbl-Ia and Cbl-II)
contain a common architecture of helices and would likely recognize the cobalamin (corrin
ring and the DMB group) in an identical manner, AdoCbl could be accommodated by a
widening of the binding pocket by conformational changes of J3/4 and J6/3.
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In order to determine how AdoCbl is specifically recognized in the larger Cbl-I class
of adenosylcobalamin riboswitches, I determined its structure via x-ray crystallography. For
the AdoCbl riboswitch from T. tencongensis , crystallographic screening was initiated by
Colby D. Stoddard and continued by myself, assisted by Estefania Mondragon, over the
course of four years. While the ‘best’ crystal di↵racted to 3.95 A˚ the structure solution was
hampered by low resolution di↵raction, low incorporation of heavy atoms, and crystal non-
isomorphism. Ultimately, I devised a low resolution phasing strategy that included molecular
replacement, experimental phasing using heavy atom clusters, and multiple crystal averaging
to develop an atomic model for the AdoCbl riboswitch. The structure explicitly shows how
adenosylcobalamin is recognized within the binding pocket via use of peripheral domains
analogous to the the cobalamin riboswitch presented in Chapter 2 but in a structurally
di↵erent way. Not only does the structure solution show how significant biological insight
can be obtained from low resolution x-ray crystallography, but provides valuable insight for
how RNA recognizes one of nature’s largest enzyme cofactors.
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3.2 Results
3.2.1 RNA crystallization
Screening for di↵raction quality crystals began with a consideration of several con-
structs from the original phylogenetic alignment (RFAM:RF00174). Among the phyloge-
netic variants attempted were putative adenosylcobalamin riboswitches from: Escherichia
coli , Salmonella typhimurium, Shigella flexneri, Thermoanaerobacter tencongensis , Desulfo-
talea psychrophila, Fusobacterium nucleatum, and Thermotoga maritima. While all species
contained the conserved four-way junction P3–P6 and the long-range pseudoknot L5/L13,
they di↵ered in the lengths of the peripheral helices P1, P13, P2 and P11 and the apparent
three way junction between P7 and P8 (Figure 3.2). These variations improve the likeli-
hood of obtaining a crystal as it increases the search radius in sequence space [Reyes et al.,
2009]. Initial crystals were obtained by the AdoCbl btuR riboswitch from T. tencongensis
but di↵racted to only about 10 A˚. Low resolution crystals are usually due to lattice disor-
der. Therefore a number of approaches were used to modify the original construct to improve
crystallizability. These included: independently varying the stem lengths of P2/P11, removal
of P13, independently changing the stem lengths of P1/P13, and removing base pair interac-
tions within P1 or P13 to increase the length of the P1/P13 linker. All of these modifications
were allowed by phylogeny but none led to crystals better than 10 A˚.
3.2.1.1 Construct engineering increases crystal resolution below 5 A˚
Three sets of mutations were found to improve di↵raction quality to 8 A˚ (Table 3.1).
The B2-HDV construct contains the mutations A197G and  U203. A197G is located within
the putative regulatory kissing loop between L5 and L13. While the kissing loop is a broadly
utilized type of long-range interaction within RNA, its stability is highly dependent on con-
tinuous base complementarity between the loops [Brunel et al., 2002]. Therefore, the A197G
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Figure 3.2: Selected secondary structure diagrams of adenosylcobalamin riboswitches used in
crystallographic screening. The numbering of helices is consistent with [Nahvi et al., 2004].
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mutation was designed to create at least six base pairs of complementarity between L5 and
L13 (C75–G80 from L5 and C194–G199 from P13). The original T. tencongensis sequence
contains a single uridine nucleotide bulge (U203). As bulge sites can cause deformations in
an A-form RNA helix and can be sites of divalent assisted RNA self cleavage [Hermann and
Patel, 2000; Portmann et al., 1996], deletion of this residue would support a more homoge-
neous population of RNAs to form the crystal lattice. The final mutation was the conversion
of the apical loop of P2 to a stable GAAA tetraloop. This motif can promote crystal packing
by inter or intramolecular docking into the minor grooves of adjacent helices [Doherty et al.,
2001; Pley et al., 1994a].
Incorporation of the U1A spliceosomal binding site at the apex of P2 (U1ab-Light,
Table 3.1) improved the resolution to 4 A˚. The 12 nucleotide motif can be added as a closing
loop to any RNA hairpin to create a high a nity binding site for the spliceosomal human
protein U1A. The use of the U1A RNA:protein interaction is two fold: the U1A crystallization
module can promote crystal packing and be a source of phases via molecular replacement
of the known structure of the protein or anomalous scattering via a U1A selenomethionine
derivative [Ferre´-D’Amare´, 2010]. However, I observed that crystal growth was independent
of U1A protein suggesting that the U1A binding site was facilitating crystallization.
3.2.1.2 Reproducible growth of 4 A˚ crystals in low salt conditions
While crystals of U1ab-Light had reasonable di↵raction quality, attempts to derivatize
the crystals with heavy atom salts failed due to the high salt concentration of the mother
liquor and lead to complete precipitation of iridium hexammine solutions (5 mM and above).
Attempts to lower the salt concentration gradually or exchange lithium chloride with lithium
acetate1 resulted in a loss of di↵raction quality. Therefore I had to consider a crystallization
condition that lowered salt requirement but retained di↵raction. This was accomplished
by performing the entire crystallization process in the dark. It is widely known that the
1 Iridium hexammine is soluble (> 100 mM) in 3M lithium acetate (Je↵ Kieft, private communication).
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photolysis of the Co-C5’(Ado) bond produces cobalamin (II) and a 5’-deoxyadenosyl radical
at a rate of 109 M 1 s 1 [Endicott and Netzel, 1979]. Therefore, preserving the integrity
of the cofactor would improve crystallization by allowing crystal nucleation to dictate the
crystallization kinetics rather than the lifetime of the ligand. Taken together, a combination
of crystal engineering and consideration of the ligand stability resulted in the ability to
reduce the salt requirement for crystal growth as well as improve the reproducibility of the
crystals.
3.2.2 Verification of AdoCbl binding by the AdoCbl btuR riboswitch from
T. tencongensis
In order to verify that the AdoCbl btuR riboswitch from T. tencongensis binds AdoCbl,
I performed Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) and native gel electrophoretic mobility
shift assay on the riboswitch as a function of AdoCbl (Figure 3.3). While ITC is broadly used
to determine the binding a nity of small molecule compounds to riboswitches, the native gel
electrophoresis mobility shift assay reports on the conformation of the RNA in free and bound
state. The binding a nity was determined to be approximately 42 nM, an order of magnitude
tighter than the AdoCbl btuB riboswitches from E. coli and S. typhimurium [Nahvi et al.,
2004]. Interestingly, I observed that the folding behavior of the T. tencongensis riboswitch
depended on whether the RNA was refolded in the presence of AdoCbl or if the refolding
was done in the absence with AdoCbl added after (Figure 3.3, b). While the downshift (D)
species would be consistent with an organization of the RNA by folding of the aptamer in
the presence of ligand, the upshifted species (U) represents a more open conformation or
possible oligomerization of the RNA. Consistent with the bulk studies, the upshifted species
is the predominant conformational state of the RNA after the ITC titration (Figure 3.3, c).
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Figure 3.3: Validation of AdoCbl binding to the AdoCbl btuR riboswitch form
T. tencongensis . (a) ITC performed on the riboswitch against AdoCbl yields exothermic
heats of binding (left) that can be fit to a two state curve with 1:1 stoichiometry of AdoCbl
to RNA (right). Thermodynamic parameters of binding (right, inset). N number of sites, K
is the thermodynamic association constant (M),   H is the enthalpy change due to binding
(cal/mol), and   S is the entropy change due to binding (cal/mol/deg). The KD, or the
dissociation constant, is 1/K, or 42.9 nM for this titration. (b,c) Native gel electrophoresis
mobility shift assays in the absence (-) and presence (+) of AdoCbl. F denotes the mobility of
the free form, U and D denote the mobilities of an upshift and downshift form, respectively.
(b) Lane 2 the RNA is refolded in the presence of B12. Lane 3: the RNA is refolded and
is followed by the addition of B12. (c) The ITC sample in (a) contains both the upshifted
and downshifted species.
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3.2.3 Structure solution of the AdoCbl riboswitch.
Initially, iridium derivatives were considered as candidates to provide experimental
phases from which model building could begin. However, despite indication of anomalous
signal in the datasets, exhaustive attempts to locate the heavy atom positions using either
direct or Patterson methods against anomalous or isomorphous di↵erences failed. Inspection
of the Ir-II anomalous Patterson maps showed peaks corresponding to the true positions of
iridium in derivatized crystals but were of the same intensity as noise peaks. Therefore, after
the cobalamin riboswitch was solved in Chapter 2, I attempted to use molecular replacement
to determine the position of the AdoCbl riboswitch in native and derivative crystals. Due to
the incompleteness of the search model, (the cobalamin riboswitch contains approximately
50% of the scattering mass of the AdoCbl riboswitch) a two dimensional grid search about
the root mean square coordinate error (RMS)2 and the high resolution cuto↵ for the data
was performed for each crystal (Figure 3.4 a,b). In the case of a tungsten derivatized crystal
(W12) and the Ir-II dataset, a single solution was found with a translational function Z-score
(TFZ) of at least 6. While both solutions included all of the di↵raction data, the root mean
square error (RMS) had to be elevated to at least 2.0, indicative of the di↵erences between
the cobalamin riboswitch search model and the AdoCbl riboswitch target.
The correctness of the molecular replacement solution was confirmed by calculation of
anomalous di↵erence Fourier maps using the crude MR solution as a source of phases. While
the MR phases produced strong peaks for possible heavy atoms in derivatized crystals, they
were su cient to phase the weak anomalous signal for the cobalt atom for AdoCbl (Figure
3.4). This peak was observed in all derivatives within the four way junction of the cobalamin
riboswitch search model. Therefore, the cobalt peak confirmed the correctness of the MR
solution but also confirmed that other observed peaks were likely to be the positions of the
heavy atom derivatives. Unfortunately, the cobalamin riboswitch failed to produce strong
2 The root mean square error is used to calculate the Sigma-A curve. This curve is an estimate of how
the accuracy of the search model matches the target model as a function of resolution [Read, 1986].
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Figure 3.4: Molecular replacement of the cobalamin riboswitch in derivatized AdoCbl ri-
boswitch crystals. PHASER molecular replacement search of the cobalamin riboswitch in
AdoCbl riboswitch crystals as a function of the RMS (root mean square error of the model)
and the high resolution cuto↵ of the data for the (a) W12 and (b) Ir-II dataset. Translational
function Z-scores greater than 6 are possible solutions. (c) Anomalous log-likelihood gradi-
ent maps of derivatized crystals using cobalamin riboswitch molecular replacement phases
show the locations of the heavy atoms in those crystals. The positions of the heavy atoms
are rendered in mesh, marked by the identity and the peak height. The gradient maps were
calculated individually but overlaid onto the refined structure (blue) and the molecular re-
placement solution (orange). The location of the cobalamin of AdoCbl in the anomalous
gradient map of Native-I (black arrow). (d) Location of all the heavy atom sites for W12,
Ir-I, and Ta-I via anomalous di↵erence fourier with phases from the refined model. All maps
are contoured to 5  .
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Rcross W18a Ir-Ia Native-IIa Ta6Br12b Ir-II (5.2 A˚)
Native-I (3.95A˚)b 0.386 0.427 0.331 0.366 0.287
W18 (4.6A˚) - 0.223 0.181 0.354 0.345
Ir-I (4.6A˚) - 0.218 0.376 0.395
Native-II (4.8A˚) - 0.315 0.305
[Ta6Br12]2+(6.5A˚) - 0.308
a W18MIRAS experimental phases
b TAMadNative experimental phases
Table 3.2: Scaling R-factors between AdoCbl datasets used. Rcross is the merging R-factor
on intensities calculated between the native and derivative datasets. The scaling was done
on the common resolution range for all crystals (27 A˚- 6.4 A˚) in autoSHARP. The maximum
di↵raction resolution for each crystal is given in parenthesis. The footnotes mark which
datasets were scaled together for experimental phasing.
peaks for the TaBr dataset. This particular dataset di↵racted only to 6.5 A˚ (Table 3.3), the
weakest out of all the datasets considered. However, as the unit cell parameters were nearly
identical to either W12 or Ir-II, rigid body refinement of the molecular replacement solution
from these datasets were su cient to produce large peaks in the anomalous di↵erence Fourier
maps of the TaBr dataset.
3.2.3.1 Location of heavy atoms in the unit cell and pairing of derivatives
to isomorphous datasets
In order to take advantage of the large isomorphous signal for crystals derivatized with
the cluster compounds (TaBr, W12), it was necessary to pair them with isomorphous crystals.
In order to facilitate the screening of more than 40 datasets collected, I first compared the
intensities of the derivative crystals with possible isomorphous crystals via the merging R-
factor. Those which showed merging R-factors less than 40% were grouped together with
those datasets as possible isomorphous pairs for each respective cluster compound (Table
3.2). Notations were made for any crystal whose merging R-factor di↵ered more than 50%
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for possible later use in multiple crystal averaging. As an additional criteria for filtering
isomorphous crystals, I calculated cross derivative anomalous and isomorphous di↵erence
Fourier using only the heavy atom phases of the cluster. Therefore, an isomorphous match
between a cluster derivatized crystal and a putative crystal is made when : (1) the merging
R-factor is less than 40%, and (2) the current set of experimental phases is able to locate
heavy atoms in anomalous di↵erence Fouriers if the putative crystal contains heavy atom
derivatives or is su cient to phase the cobalt anomalous signal of AdoCbl3 .
An illustration of this work flow for W12, Ir-I, Native-II (W12Miras) is shown in
Figure 3.5. Molecular replacement phases easily identified heavy atom sites in the strongest
derivatives (W12). These initial phases were used to locate heavy atoms in other derivatives
or screen ‘native’ datasets for isomorphism. Initially, omission of the cobalt of AdoCbl from
the phasing model helped to determine whether or not the inclusion of a possible derivative
provided additional phasing power. Derivatives that were non-isomorphous would result
in weaker density in the cross-crystal, dispersive di↵erence log-likelihood gradient map at
the cobalt position (Figure 3.5 b, inset). In contrast, strong density at this position by
the addition of phases from a putative derivative would be an indicator that the derivative
added phasing power. Only when all the derivatives were specified was the Co in AdoCbl
included in the phasing model. A similar procedure was used to determine the positions
of TaBr in a three-wavelength multiple wavelength anomalous dispersion (MAD) dataset
(TaBr-I, TaBr-II, TaBr-III) and pair it with an isomorphous dataset (Native-I). The use
of Co in AdoCbl to determine progress was crucial for the structure determination of the
AdoCbl riboswitch. The poor resolution and limited experimental observations prevented
the assessment of progress via the use of usual statistical metrics (phasing power, FOM, or
Rcullis) or inspection of the resulting electron density map.
The heavy atom clusters are located in large solvent accessible regions within the
3 As AdoCbl is the cofactor in every crystal, it has a small (but non-zero) contribution to the total
structure factor.
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AdoCbl riboswitch. A single W12 cluster is found in the major groove of the junction
between helices P8 and P10 whereas the tantalum bromide cluster site is located at the
interface between J9/10, J6/3 and P2 (Figure 3.4 d). Another tantalum bromide cluster is
observed at the packing interface between the kink turns of two adjacent molecules in the
crystal lattice (Figure 3.4 d, Ta-I). Refinement of the final model of the AdoCbl riboswitch
into the Ta-I dataset showed weak 2Fo   Fc density for the kink turn in the region, suggesting
disorder of the RNA, but the anomalous di↵erence Fourier of this dataset showed reasonable
incorporation of the heavy atom. None of the sites appear to make specific interactions with
the RNA but rather occupy within the wide major groove produced at the kink turn or the
internal bulge between P8 and P10. The lack of specific coordination is consistent with the
severe drop in phasing power and anomalous signal at resolutions greater than one-half the
diameter of the cluster [Fu et al., 1999]. However, despite the clusters being rotationally
disordered, the large mass of the anomalous scatterers provided su cient phasing power to
locate the lighter iridium atoms in the Ir-I dataset when a combination of Patterson and
direct methods failed.
3.2.3.2 Heavy atom completion and phase extension via multiple crystal
averaging
Altogether, three sets of datasets: (1) Ta-I (peak), Ta-I (infl), Ta-I (rem), Native-
I (TaMadNative), (2) W12, Ir-I, Native-II (W12Miras) and (3) Ir-II (peak), Ir-II (infl), Ir-II
(rem) (Ir-MAD) were each subjected to maximum likelihood refinement within SHARP [Bricogne
et al., 2003]. This phasing program was specifically chosen for its ability to model the heavy
atom clusters as spherically averaged form factors (as opposed to point scatterers) and its
ability to refine against anomalous or isomorphous di↵erences independent of the phasing
technique4 . While the initial experimental phases were uninterpretable, solvent flattening
4 The TaMadNative dataset illustrates the complex phasing scheme required for the structure solution.
While a three wavelength TaBr experiment is considered as a ‘multiple wavelength anomalous dispersion
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and histogram matching with DM improved phases and map quality dramatically. Early in the
refinement, when the heavy atom model was incomplete, the density modified phases were
used as experimental priors for maximum likelihood refinement of the current heavy atom
parameters within SHARP. Again, the omission of the Co in AdoCbl and its peak height in
anomalous log likelihood gradient maps were crucial to determine whether incorporation of
a heavy atom or refinement of a parameter within SHARP improved the experimental phases.
Altogether, the cyclic process of heavy atom completion using density modified phases ulti-
mately lead to the location of all iridium sites in Ir-I and Ir-II datasets.
The resultant maps at 6.0 A˚ for each experimental dataset show density consistent with
the large minor grooves of A-form RNA helices and a clear distinction between the RNA and
solvent. Furthermore, at this resolution, the organization of helices can be described such as
the kink-turn and the A-minor junction organizing P1–P3 (Figure 3.6). Comparison of these
regions among the experimental datasets showed that each derivative uniquely contributes
to the overall density map. For example, the electron density for the kink turn between P7
and P8 helices and the GNRA tetraloop is weakly defined in the TaMadNative maps but
reasonably defined in either the W12Miras or Ir-MAD maps. In contrast, the P2 helix of the
P1–P3 A-minor junction is only weakly defined in the Ir-MAD dataset compared to either
TaMadNative or W12Miras.
As each derivative set contributed unique phase information to the Fourier transform,
DMMULTI was used to combine the phase information from the quasi-isomorphous derivative
sets. Transformation matrices were initially obtained from the cobalamin riboswitch molec-
ular replacement model placed in the experimental density. Averaging masks were initially
created from the molecular replacement model but was extended to encompass the entire
riboswitch as the experimental phases improved. Combined multiple crystal averaging and
density modification extended the resolution from 5.5 A˚ to 4.2 A˚ (Figure 3.6). This resulted
(MAD)’ experiment, isomorphous di↵erences between the TaBr derivative and the Native-I dataset, and the
anomalous + dispersive di↵erences inherent in each dataset (for the case of AdoCbl) were included as part
of the refinement and phase calculation.
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in dramatically improved electron density for the entire molecule to where “bumps” in the
phosphate backbone could easily be recognized.
3.2.3.3 Model building and refinement
Building of the atomic model began within COOT using the averaged density to 4.2 A˚.
Despite the limitation of the resolution, A-form helices (built automatically by COOT) and
high resolution structures of the kink-turn (PDB: 1FFK), the A-minor junction motif (PDB:
3MOJ), and the GAAA tetraloop (PDB: 2GIS) were easily docked into the density using
the cobalamin riboswitch as a guide. When 90% of the model was placed the multiple
crystal averaged phases were extended to 3.95 A˚ (Native-I). Due to the low resolution, the
refinement was restrained as follows: (1) inclusion of the “best” experimental phases in the
maximum likelihood refinement target [Pannu et al., 1998], (2) distance restraints between
the Watson-Crick faces of canonical base pairs and non-canonical base pairs (G·U wobble
and UA handles), (3) dihedral angle restraints for 2’-endo sugar puckers, (4) bond length and
dihedral angles for the kink-turn, A-minor junction motif, and the GAAA tetraloop [Smart
et al., 2012]. This allowed for the clear interpretation of the ligand binding pocket, specifically
the J6/3 strand and its direct interaction with the adenosyl moiety of AdoCbl in 2Fo   Fc
maps. Iterative model building and reciprocal refinement within BUSTER and PHENIX allowed
for the completion of the ligand binding site and most of the conserved elements of the RNA.
The linker region between P1 and P13, the U1A loop sequence at the apex of P2, and the
junctions between P8–P10 and P10–P11 display weak electron density in 2Fo   Fc maps and
are likely to be disordered in the crystal lattice (Figure 3.7). All data collection, phasing,
and refinement statistics are found in Table 3.3.
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Figure 3.7: 2Fo   Fc (left) and composite omit (right) electron density maps for the AdoCbl
riboswitch. All maps contoured to 1  .
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Figure 3.8: The global architecture of the AdoCbl btuR riboswitch from Thermoanaerobacter
tencongensis . (a) The secondary structure of the crystallized sequence is boxed. (b) Cartoon
representation of the riboswitch tertiary architecture. The ligand is located at the center of
the four-way junction (orange). (c) Rotation of (b) around the axis defined by the plane of
the page showing the role of the peripheral element P7–P11 (gray) in relation to J6/3 (red).
The numbering of helices is consistent with [Nahvi et al., 2004].
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Figure 3.9: Tertiary interactions between the L4 T-Loop and the L6 bulge in the AdoCbl
riboswitch. (a) L4 (yellow) forms a T-Loop closed by a type-II UA-handle (U59:A63). The
tertiary interaction between L4 and L6 (red) involves A89 of L6 (red) intercalating between
G62–A63 of L4. (b) The bulged nucleotides of the UA-handle (A64–U65) participate in
A-minor interactions with L6.
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3.2.4 The structure of the AdoCbl btuR riboswitch at 3.95 A˚
The global architecture of the AdoCbl (Cbl-I) riboswitch is highly similar to the cobal-
amin (Cbl-II) riboswitch. AdoCbl is located at the center of the four-way junction buttressed
above by the T-Loop pseudoknot motif formed by a tertiary interaction between L4 and P6
and from the sides by the minor groove of the L5/L13 interface and the minor groove of
J6/3 and J3/4 (Figure 3.8). L5 and L13 form a kissing loop interaction using six base pairs
from each loop. However, complete complementarity between the kissing loops is broken by
a single base mismatch (G199) in the AdoCbl riboswitch. Instead of a dual T-Loop/T-Loop
receptor to bridge the L4 and L6 domains of the cobalamin (Cbl-II) riboswitch (Figure 2.13),
the AdoCbl riboswitch docks the L4 T-Loop (A89) into the minor groove of the bulge formed
by L6 (Figure 3.9). Immediately adjacent to the L6 bulge is a kink-turn motif and produces
a 120  in the RNA backbone [Klein et al., 2001]. In the case of the AdoCbl riboswitch from
T. tencongensis , the kink-turn is used as a sca↵old to redirect the long peripheral arm (P7–
P11) towards the binding pocket (Figure 3.8b). This observation is consistent with a recent
study showing that 16% of adenosylcobalamin riboswitches contain this motif [Cruz and
Westhof, 2011] while the remainder incorporate variable length Watson-Crick stems [Barrick
and Breaker, 2007; Vitreschak et al., 2003].
Specificity for AdoCbl is achieved by specific recognition of the adenosyl moiety by
J6/3. A162 uses its Hoogsteen face to form a direct interaction with the Watson-Crick face
of the adenosyl group of AdoCbl (Figure 3.10). This interaction was verified by Breaker
who observed that the mutation of the equivalent position in the btuB AdoCbl riboswitch
in E. coli (A150U) completely abrogated binding via equilibrium dialysis and the ability
for the riboswitch to regulate the reporter gene  -galactosidase in vivo [Nahvi et al., 2002].
Together with the structure, these results suggest that a Watson-Crick pair of 150U with the
adenosyl moiety of AdoCbl is not possible and confirms the strict conservation (> 97%) of
an adenosine at this position (Figure 3.2). The AdoCbl structure also suggests a new base
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Figure 3.10: The ligand binding pocket of the AdoCbl riboswitch and the role of the pe-
ripheral element J10/11. (a) The J6/3 element is pulled away from the binding pocket by
interactions with J11/10. A162 specifically recognizes the AdoCbl moiety via a Watson-
Crick Hoogsteen interaction. (b) A162 stacks below A130 and docks into minor groove of
the J11/10 bulge. A163 forms base triples (black dashes) with A47:U167 of the top of the
P3 helix.
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triple interaction with J6/3 and the bottom of the P3 stem (A163·A47:U167, Figure 3.10 b).
While this interaction has not been verified biochemically, it is worthwhile to note that the
equivalent junction from the 23s ribosomal RNA does not contain this base triple [Hardin
et al., 2010] suggesting that it does not play a role in organizing the P1–P3 coaxial stack.
Rather, an alternative hypothesis is that the triple is required to create a larger binding
pocket for the AdoCbl ligand (Figure 3.10b).
The P7-P11 peripheral element in the AdoCbl riboswitch serves to enforce the confor-
mation of J6/3. A162 docks into the minor groove of the bulge formed by J11/10 (residues
G129–A132) (Figure 3.10b). This is accomplished via A131 and A130 in the J11/10 bulge
forming A-minor interactions with G160:C84 and a highly conserved G161·A83 sheared pair,
respectively. A162, while specifically recognizing AdoCbl via its Hoogsteen face, uses its
sugar face to form a type-II A-minor interaction with G128:C116 of J11/10. While specific
bases in J11/10 have not been validated individually, in-line probing has long observed a
reduction in nucleotide flexibility in the J11/10 region of the btuB AdoCbl riboswitch from
E. coli [Nahvi et al., 2004, 2002] and ITC studies showing a reduction in the discrimina-
tion between AdoCbl and MeCbl when the P7–P11 element is removed (James Johnson,
unpublished observations).
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3.3 Discussion
The cobalamin riboswitch family (Cbl-I and Cbl-II) is unique among all riboswitch
classes in that it is responsible for the recognition of either adenosylcobalamin or cobalamin,
both large metallo-organic cofactors exceeding 1 kDa. To accomplish this, both classes utilize
the same global architecture, the T-Loop pseudoknot domain, to create a binding site large
enough to accommodate the ligand (Figure 3.11 a). To date, only the flavin mononucleotide
(FMN) riboswitch (0.5 kDa) comes close to the size of AdoCbl. Interestingly, the FMN
riboswitch and the cobalamin riboswitches use the same T-Loop pseudoknot domain to
create a binding pockets su cient to encapsulate the size of the ligand [Serganov et al., 2009]
(Figure 3.11 b). Similarly, the use of same global architecture to recognize di↵erent ligands
is exemplified in the purine riboswitch family, where the three-way junction architecture is
used to create the binding pocket for guanine, adenine and 2’-deoxyguanosine.
The specific recognition of the adenosyl moiety of AdoCbl occurs by a non-canonical
pairing via its Watson-Crick face by a conserved nucleotide (A162) within the J6/3 strand.
Within the purine riboswitches, the Watson-Crick faces of guanine or adenine is recognized
by a canonical pair with cytosine-74 or uracil-74, respectively [Gilbert et al., 2006b; Serganov
et al., 2004]. The pterin ring of tetrahydrofolate (THF) is recognized by its Watson-Crick
face by uracil-42 and cytosine-53 [Trausch et al., 2011]. The uracil like face of FMN is
recognized by specific Watson-Crick like hydrogen bonds with adenine-99 [Serganov et al.,
2009]. TheWatson-Crick face of the guanine derivative preQ1 forms aWatson-Crick pair with
a cytosine-17 [Klein et al., 2009]. These examples illustrate that recognition of compounds
containing nucleobase-like moieties occur via hydrogen bonding with conserved nucleotides
within the RNA, a common theme among riboswitches.
Interestingly, the ligands of the purine, THF, and preQ1 riboswitches are completely
recognized by the RNA. In other words, every available hydrogen bond donor or acceptor
available on the ligand forms hydrogen bonds with conserved bases within the RNA. In con-
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(a) (b)
L6/L4
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(c)
Figure 3.11: Comparative analysis of the AdoCbl riboswitch with the cobalamin (Cbl-II)
riboswitch and the FMN riboswitch. (a) Superimposition of the AdoCbl and the cobalamin
(Cbl-II) riboswitch. (b) Superimposition of the T-Loop pseudoknot domain of the FMN
riboswitch [Serganov et al., 2009] and the AdoCbl riboswitch. The L4/L6 interaction in
the AdoCbl riboswitch are labeled in yellow. The entire FMN riboswitch is shown in gray.
The AdoCbl (orange spheres) and FMN (purple spheres) ligands are located within a pocket
formed by the T-Loop pseudoknot domain. The P2 and the P7–P11 peripheral element are
omitted from the AdoCbl riboswitch for clarity. (c) The conformation of the J6/3 linker for
both riboswitches in relation to AdoCbl based on the superimposition performed in (a). The
cobalamin (Cbl-II) riboswitch is shown in gray and reduced transparency.
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trast, the AdoCbl is only interfaced on its Watson-Crick face. This observation is consistent
with the fact that naturally occurring cobalamin derivatives di↵er only in the identity of
the upper   axial group. Therefore, there would be little selection pressure to maintain
recognition on the sugar or Hoogsteen faces of the adenosyl moiety. This observation further
implies that cobalamin derivatives which maintain the hydrogen bonding pattern at N6 and
N1 would be suitable candidates for binding to the riboswitch.
The AdoCbl riboswitch (Cbl-I) and the cobalamin riboswitch (Cbl-II) share the same
global architecture but are able to achieve specific recognition for their respective ligands.
This occurs by the manipulation of the J6/3 strand within the binding by a peripheral
domain. A superimposition of this strand shows that the AdoCbl riboswitch shifts J6/3 away
from the ligand binding pocket to accommodate the additional steric bulk of the adenosyl
moiety, whereas the cobalamin riboswitch sterically excludes large ligands at this position via
A68 (Figure 3.11b, inset). As discussed in Chapter 1, a similar mechanism is utilized by the
2-deoxyguanosine riboswitch whereby J2/3 adopts a di↵erent conformation to accommodate
the bulky 2’-deoxyribose moiety. However, unlike the 2’-deoxyguanosine riboswitch, the
cobalamin riboswitch family uses long-range tertiary interaction to alter the conformation
of the J6/3 strand. Within the Cbl-I class, a tertiary element comprised of helices P7-P11
contains a highly conserved GAA sequence within the J11/10 bulge. Breaker proposed a
hypothesis that this element directly recognizes the adenosylmoiety of AdoCbl [Nahvi et al.,
2004], whereas the structure explicitly shows the element plays a role in AdoCbl binding,
albeit by manipulating the conformation of the residues directly lining the binding pocket
within J6/3.
The tertiary interactions within the AdoCbl riboswitch structure have important im-
plications in the folding of the riboswitch during transcription. To carefully balance the
kinetics of RNA folding with that of transcription, many riboswitch aptamers contain sites
that cause RNA polymerase to temporarily pause, allowing the transcribed sequence to fold
independently of any competing structure within the downstream sequence [Breaker, 2012;
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Pan and Sosnick, 2006]. Within the btuB AdoCbl riboswitch from E. coli , Tao Pan observed
a number of pause sites for RNA polymerase, with a single site immediately prior to the
L5 loop having the most significant e↵ect on folding of the aptamer domain. These obser-
vations lead to the conclusion that pausing at the end of the aptamer domain coordinates
folding of the tertiary structure [Perdrizet et al., 2012]. At this pause position, the tran-
scribed tertiary elements include: (1) J11/10 and J6/3 in the aptamer domain, (2) the L4/L6
T-Loop pseudoknot, and (3) the A-minor junction organizing P1–P3. While the minimal
sequence for the T-Loop pseudoknot domain is defined within three adjacent helices and
therefore would fold quickly, the J11/10-J6/3 and the A-minor junction involve nucleotides
widely separated in the primary sequence and therefore would fold within a longer timescale.
The contribution of long-range tertiary interactions within the AdoCbl riboswitch towards
cotranscriptional folding remains unclear. Nonetheless, establishment of the tertiary archi-
tecture of the AdoCbl riboswitch via crystallography allows these studies to proceed with a
firm structural foundation.
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3.4 Methods
3.4.1 Reagents
Coenzyme B12 (Sigma-Aldrich), phosphotungstic acid (W12, Sigma-Aldrich), and tan-
talum bromide (Jena Biosciences, [Ta6Br12]2+) were purchased from commercial sources as
dry powders. Iridium hexammine was synthesized by Robert T. Batey.
3.4.2 RNA synthesis and refolding
The crystallographic sequence for the AdoCbl riboswitch from T. tencongensis (5-GC
GCGCGAATTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGTTAAAGCCTTATGGTCGCTACCATTGCACTCCGGTAGCGTTAAAAG
GGAAGACGGGTGAGAATCCCGCGCAGCCCCCGCTACTGTGAGGGAGGACGAAGCCCTAGTAAGCCAACTGCCGAA
AGGTGGGAAGGCAGGGTGGAGGATGAGTCCCGAGCCAGGAGACCTGCCATAAGGTTTTAGAAGTTCGCCTTCGGG
GGGAAGGTGAACAGCCGGCCATGGTCCCAGCCTC) was prepared by recombinant PCR and in vitro
transcribed using T7 RNA polymerase as in Chapter 2. Due to the large size of the RNA
(200–250 base pairs), the RNA was purified on a 6% (29:1) acrylamide:bisacrylamide gel
containing 7 M urea and 1X TBE. Bands corresponding to a single RNA product from the
transcription was excised by visualizing the band under ultraviolet light. The RNA was
eluted from the gel slices by shaking in 0.5x TE bu↵er overnight at 4  C. The supernatant
was separated from the gel slices via centrifugation, concentrated in 10000 MWCO centrifugal
units, and exchanged in 0.5x TE bu↵er. RNA samples were stored at -20  C until ready for
use. The concentration was determined using the absorption of the solution at 260 nm.
RNAs were refolded in a similar way as for the cobalamin riboswitch (Chapter 2).
Briefly, RNAs were reconstituted in a bu↵er containing 5 mM Na-MES pH 6.0, 5 mM MgCl2
at crystallographic concentrations (100 µM - 500 µM), heated to 65  C for 3 minutes, 25  C
for 5 minutes, and then at 4  C for an additional five minutes in a total volume of 35 µL.
The entire solution was brought into the dark where 2 µL of a 4 mM solution of AdoCbl was
added and incubated for an additional 10 minutes at room temperature.
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3.4.3 Crystal growth and the structure solution of the AdoCbl riboswitch
The sequence of the original T. tencongensis AdoCbl riboswitch ( Genbank Accession
#:
AE008691.1/395133–395373) was modified to substitute the human U1A binding protein
RNA motif [Ferre´-D’Amare´ et al., 1998] and a stable GNRA tetraloop as closing hairpin
motifs of the nonconserved P2 and P10 helices, respectively. 4–10 nmol of RNA was re-
constituted in 5 mM Na-MES pH 6.0, 5 mM MgCl2 in a volume of 500 µL, refolded as
described above, and concentrated to 35 µL. 2 µL of a 4 mM solution of AdoCbl was added
and incubated for an additional 10 minutes at room temperature. Crystals grew over the
course of 35 days at 30  C via the hanging drop method in 10% isopropanol, 300 mM MgCl2,
and 100 mM Na-HEPES pH 7.5. Crystal growth was independent of the U1A protein and
therefore was omitted from subsequent crystallization trials. Heavy atom derivatives were
prepared by including 2–10 mM in the mother liquor during crystallization. The crystals
were cryoprotected by addition of 30% glycerol and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. Steps
requiring AdoCbl (ligand dissolution, addition to the folded RNA, tray preparation, crys-
tal growth, tray inspection, and cryoprotection) were performed under red light to prevent
homolysis of the Co-C bond of AdoCbl.
3.4.3.1 Data Collection and Processing
Di↵raction data for all crystals were collected at the Advanced Light Source (ALS)
(beamlines 5.0.2, 8.2.2, and 8.2.1). In order to maximize the anomalous signal and dis-
persive di↵erences, TaBr and Ir-II datasets were collected via the inverse beam-interleaving
wavelength and inverse beam method, respectively. As the C222 crystal form contains a
mirror axis, all crystals were oriented with this axis perpendicular to the rotation axis to
attempt to collect Bijvoet mates on the same image. Native datasets (excluding heavy atom
derivatives) were collected at the cobalt peak wavelength (1.6 A˚) whereas derivative datasets
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were collected at their respective anomalous edges.
Each dataset was indexed, integrated, and scaled with autoPROC [Vonrhein et al., 2011].
Scaling of heavy atom datasets to native datasets were performed within autoSHARP [Vonrhein
et al., 2007]. To ensure consistency in the indexing and the Rfree flag selection, the W12
dataset was used as a reference for all datasets. The same Rfree flags were later extended to
the highest resolution (3.95 A˚, Native-I) for refinement. As the program does not output
the anomalous data (DANO/SIGDANO) for native datasets, these columns were manually
appended to the parent dataset with CAD and scaled to the data via SCALEIT [Winn et al.,
2011].
3.4.3.2 Location of heavy atoms using molecular replacement
Molecular replacement in PHASER [McCoy, 2007] was performed using the Cbl-Cryst
model from Chapter 2. A grid search of two parameters: the root mean squre coordinate error
(RMS) and the high resolution cut o↵ of the data was performed for each crystal. To assist
with the search, the calculations were performed across a 36 core Xgrid computing cluster.
The phases of solutions containing a translational function z-score (TFZ) greater than 6 were
used to compute log-likelihood gradient residual maps with the program SHARP [Bricogne
et al., 2003] to locate the positions of the heavy atoms in each crystal using the cobalt
anomalous di↵erences (native datasets), and the anomalous di↵erences ([Ta6Br12]2+, W12,
Ir).
3.4.3.3 Pairing of heavy atom derivatives to native datasets
Experimental phases were calculated for each heavy atom derivative ([Ta6Br12]2+, W12
and Ir-I/Ir-II) using SHARP. The experimental phases were then used to calculate a log-
likelihood gradient map using the dispersive di↵erences between the datasets. The strength
of the cobalt peak in this map was used to determine whether a given dataset (native or
derivative) was isomorphous. Ultimately, this led to three sets of experimental phases within
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the program SHARP [Bricogne et al., 2003] : (1) Ta-I (peak), Ta-I (infl), Ta-I (rem), Native-
I (TaMadNative), (2) W12, Ir-I, Native-II (W12Miras), and (3) Ir-II (peak), Ir-II (infl), Ir-II
(rem) (Ir-MAD).
3.4.3.4 Multiple crystal averaging
Transformation matrices relating the molecular replacement solution of each heavy
atom dataset were obtained via phenix.superpose pdbs and refined with MAVE. The experimen-
tal phases from each set of heavy atom derivatives were extended in real space via combined
multiple crystal averaging, histogram matching, and solvent flattening within DMMULTI [Winn
et al., 2011]. Averaging masks and orientation matrices were initially obtained from the
molecular replacement solution but later updated as the model building began.
3.4.3.5 Model building and refinement
Iterative cycles of: (1) model building in COOT [Emsley et al., 2010] and RCRANE [Keat-
ing and Pyle, 2010], (2) heavily restrained positional and individual B-factor refinement in
BUSTER [Blanc et al., 2004] and PHENIX [Adams et al., 2002] against experimental phases, (3)
multiple-crystal averaging in DMMULTI, and (4) heavy atom parameter refinement in SHARP [Bricogne
et al., 2003] using updated structural models allowed most of the RNA to be built. The U1a
loop at the apex of P2 and the junction between P8–P9 remain unresolved in the electron
density. Early stages of the refinement incorporated the use of geometrical restraints from
high resolution models of the A-minor motif J1/2 (PDB: 3MOJ [Hardin et al., 2010]), the
kink turn (PDB: 1FFK [Ban et al., 2000]), ideal RNA helices and secondary structure re-
straints for for canonical and non-canonical base pairs. As the phases and model improved,
these restraints were released. Data collection, phasing and refinement statistics for the
structure can be found in Table 3.3.
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3.4.4 Scripts
The following BASH scripts were useful in the molecular replacement, mask generation,
and multiple-crystal averaging.
3.4.4.1 Molecular replacement
The following script performs the PHASER automated molecular replacement search of
a single molecule of the model in the asymmetric unit. The script takes as input the root
mean squre coordinate error (RMS), high resolution cut o↵, the reflection data, a PDB
model, and the FASTA sequence file of the model. This allows the script to be used in a
computing cluster when performing a grid search around di↵erent values of the RMS and
the high resolution cuto↵.
#!/bin/bash
##########################################
# phaser.sh
#
# Phaser Molecular replacement script
# to search for one molecule in the ASU
#
# argv1 = rms
# argv2 = high resolution cut off
# argv3 = data
# argv4 = model
# argv5 = fasta sequence file
#########################################
rms=$1
reso=$2
data=$3
model=$4
seqfile=$5
phaser << eof
MODE MR_AUTO
HKLIN ${data}
LABIN F=F SIGF=SIGF
COMPOSITION NUCLEIC SEQ ${seqfile} NUM 1
RESOLUTION 100.0 ${reso}
100
PACK DISTANCE 2
PERMUTATIONS OFF
ROOT phaser_${rms}_${reso}
ENSEMBLE ${model} &
PDBFILE ${model} &
RMS ${rms}
SEARCH ENSEMBLE ${model} NUMBER 1
eof
To determine the optimum parameters for the RMSD and high-resolution cuto↵, the
following script extracts the translational function Z-scores from the molecular replacement
search and plots them as a contour graph. The script requires matplotlib and scipy.
#!/usr/bin/env python
##########################################
# contour_phaser.py
#
# Obtain the TFZ scores from the Phaser
# output and produce a contour plot
#
# ’python2.7 contour_phaser.py <pdbfiles>’
##########################################
import numpy as np
from scipy.interpolate import griddata
import sys
import glob
import os
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
class MRSolution(object):
’’’ A simple parser for phaser PDB files to obtain the TFZ score ’’’
def __init__(self):
self.allowed_keys = set( [’RMSD’, ’TFZ’, ’RFZ’, ’RESO’ ])
pass;
def initWithDict(self,dict):
for key, value in dict.iteritems():
if key in self.allowed_keys:
self.__setattr__(key.lower(), float(value))
return self
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def initWithPDBFile(self, file):
""" Populate the model from Phaser MR Solutions"""
for line in open(file):
rmsd, reso = os.path.basename(file).split(’_’)[1:]
reso = reso[:-6]
if line.startswith(’REMARK RFZ’):
line = line.replace(’>’,’=’).strip()
self.initWithDict(dict([tuple(value.split(’=’)) for value \
in line[8:].split(’ ’)] + \
[(’RMSD’, rmsd),(’RESO’, reso)]))
return self
if __name__ == ’__main__’:
# Read in the paser models
models = [ MRSolution().initWithPDBFile(file) for file in sys.argv[1:] ]
data = np.array([map(float,(model.rmsd, model.reso, model.tfz)) \
for model in models])
x = data[:,1] # resolution
y = data[:,0] # rmsd
zscore = data[:,2]
xi = np.linspace(x.min(), x.max(), 100)
yi = np.linspace(y.min(), y.max(), 100)
for index, (label,data) in enumerate([(’zscore’,zscore)]):
zi = griddata((x,y), data, (xi[None,:], yi[:,None]), method=’cubic’)
fig = plt.figure(index)
plt.contour(xi,yi,zi, 15, linewidths=0.5, colors=’k’)
plt.contourf(xi,yi,zi,15,cmap=plt.cm.jet)
#setup the view
colorbar = plt.colorbar()
colorbar.set_label(label)
plt.scatter(x,y,marker=’o’,c=’b’,s=5,picker=100)
plt.xlabel(’Resolution (A)’)
plt.ylabel(’RMSD (A)’)
plt.show()
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3.4.4.2 Mask generation and operator refinement
The following script uses Gerard Kleywegt’s RAVE utilities to improve the cross-crystal
averaging operator for each crystal form. In this first step, a mask is drawn (6 A˚ radius)
around the current model (newO.pdb) positioned within the reference crystal (W12). In the
second step, the cross-crystal averaging operator (input as the identity operator as the MR
solutions are nearly identical) is improved by placing the mask in the target crystal (Ir-II)
and performing a rotational and translational grid search that maximizes the correlation
coe cient of the experimental density between the reference and target crystal within the
mask. The experimental density is supplied for each crystal form as a CCP4 map file using
experimental phases as output by SHARP. The resulting orientation matrices and mask are
directly input to DMMULTI.
#!/bin/bash
############################################################
# mave.sh
#
# Cross-crystal refinement of the averaging
# operator via MAVE
#
# [1] Make a mask around atoms contained in mask.pdb
# [2] refine the averaging operator between the two crystals
############################################################
## Inputs
refmap=021310e_12-eden.map # from FFT
targetmap=061711L_18-eden.map # from FFT
pdbfile=../newO.pdb # current model
outputprefix=061711L_18-eden_newO
osx_mama << EOF
new cell 98.86400 240.30600 88.37400 90 90 90
new grid 64 156 60
new radius 6
new ?
new pdb m1 ${pdbfile}
!
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list m1
!
fill m1
contract m1
island m1
!
list m1
!
write m1 ${outputprefix}.mask
quit
EOF
osx_mave<< EOF
Improve
${targetmap}
${outputprefix}.mask
rt_unit.o
c222.sym
c222.sym
${refmap}
Automatic
.5
.02
.5
.05
.01
.0001
1
Quit
${outputprefix}.o
EOF
# convert it to a ccp4 style mask for use in dmmulti
mama2ccp4 maskin ${outputprefix}.mask maskout ${outputprefix}_ccp4.msk
3.4.4.3 Multiple crystal averaging
The following script performs 10 cycles of multiple crystal averaging, solvent flattening,
and histogram matching using the program DMMULTI. In this example, three crystal forms and
the best experimental phases are input: (1) W12, Ir-I, Native-II, (2) [Ta6Br12]2+, Native-I,
(3) Ir-II. Crystal form 1 serves as the reference for crystal form 2 and crystal form 3. The
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initial transformation matrices were obtained as described above and are refined during the
averaging.
#!/bin/bash
#################################################
# dm_average.sh
#
# Multiple-crystal averaging, solvent flattening,
# and histogram matching with DMMULTI
#
#
#################################################
#iteration
iter=46test
# the raw data
mtzfile1=021310e_12-eden.mtz # W12/Ir-I/Native-II
mtzfile2=MadNatTaBr_62-eden.mtz # TaBr/Native-I
mtzfile3=061711L_18-eden.mtz # Ir-II 3-wvl MAD
# the domains to average across crystals
# this is the region that is used for averaging
average1=newO.msk
dmmulti \
hklin ${mtzfile1} \
hklin2 ${mtzfile2} \
hklin3 ${mtzfile3} \
mskin1 ${average1} \
hklout1 ${mtzfile1/\.mtz/_avg_${iter}\.mtz} \
hklout2 ${mtzfile2/\.mtz/_avg_${iter}\.mtz} \
hklout3 ${mtzfile3/\.mtz/_avg_${iter}\.mtz} << eof
NCYCLE 10
XTAL 1
LABIN FP=FP SIGFP=SIGFP PHIO=PHIcent FOMO=FOMcent \
HLA=HLA HLB=HLB HLC=HLC HLD=HLD \
FDM=Fcent PHIDM=PHIcent
LABOUT PHIDM=PHIDM1 FOMDM=FOMDM1
MODE AVER HIST SOLV
SOLC 0.37
RESOLUTION 49.43 4.62
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AVER
ROTA POLAR 0 0 0
TRAN 0 0 0
XTAL 2
LABIN FP=FP SIGFP=SIGFP PHIO=PHIcent FOMO=FOMcent \
HLA=HLA HLB=HLB HLC=HLC HLD=HLD \
FDM=Fcent PHIDM=PHIcent
LABOUT PHIDM=PHIDM1 FOMDM=FOMDM1
MODE AVER HIST SOLV
SOLC 0.37
RESOLUTION 91.40 4.20
AVER -
REFI
ROTA MATRIX 0.999847 0.008034 0.015537 \
-0.007891 0.999926 -0.009261 \
-0.015610 0.009137 0.999836
TRAN -0.460831 -0.582508 0.093346
XTAL 3
LABIN FP=FP SIGFP=SIGFP PHIO=PHIcent FOMO=FOMcent \
HLA=HLA HLB=HLB HLC=HLC HLD=HLD \
FDM=Fcent PHIDM=PHIcent
LABOUT PHIDM=PHIDM1 FOMDM=FOMDM1
MODE AVER HIST SOLV
SOLC 0.37
RESOLUTION 28.32 5.15
AVER REFI
ROTA MATRIX 0.999887 -0.008973 -0.012089 \
0.009068 0.999929 0.007773 \
0.012019 -0.007881 0.999897
TRAN 0.362170 -1.128918 0.050631
3.4.5 Native gel electrophoresis
20 µL of 5 µM RNA was folded as described above and added to 10 µL of 30% glycerol.
5 µL of this sample was loaded onto a 8% (29:1) acrylamide:bisacrylamide electrophoresis
gel containing 5 mM MgCl2 and 0.5 X TBE. A separate lane was loaded with 5 µL of 30%
glycerol containing 0.001% (w/v) bromophenol blue, 0.001 % (w/v) xylene cyanol, and 1
µg of 1kb plus DNA ladder to visualize the progress of the gel and as a size standard for
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comparison across gels. The samples were electrophoresed at a maximum of 10 watts until
the xylene cyanol band migrated approximately three quarters the length of the gel. During
electrophoresis, the temperature of the gel held at a constant 25  C using a temperature
bath recirculator apparatus.
3.4.6 Isothermal titration calorimetry
RNA was dialyzed overnight into a bu↵er containing 5 mM HEPES, pH 8.0, 100 mM
KCl, and 5 mM MgCl2. The RNA was diluted to a final concentration of 10 µM and titrated
with 200 µM AdoCbl at 25  C with an 10-15 µL injection volume at a rate of 0.5 µL·s 1 and
a reference power of 5 µcal·s 1 on the VP-ITC microcalorimeter. Data analysis and fitting
was performed with the Origin software suite using a single-site binding model.
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